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Chapter1 Chapter 241: Anderson goes to visit
his friend Alucard. 3

A blistering atmosphere began to leave Victor's body, "Let's heat
things up."

Victor reached forward, as his eyes began to glow blood red while
the magic circles on his gloves also began to glow madly.

Anderson braced himself for any attack since he could feel that
something big was coming.

"...Darling, this is insane..." As someone who controlled fire, Violet
knew how irrational the attack Victor was preparing right now was.

Suddenly.

Fushhh.....

A fire greatsword began to be created in front of Victor.

Gulp.

Violet swallowed hard.

'Just how much power did he contain in that sword?' Violet could
clearly feel, even though it looked like a simple greatsword, that sword
was condensed with quite powerful fire.

Victor raised the fiery sword up and…

BOOOOMMMMMMMMMM!

A pillar of fire started to shoot out of his sword.

Anderson's smile distorted, his teeth began to change and



become sharper like wolf fangs:

"HAHAHAHAHAHA~, FINALLY YOU'RE SERIOUS!?"

Victor narrowed his eyes, "… Serious?" The pillar of fire began to
cover Victor's entire body, his eyes shone with the color of his fire, and
he spoke:

"Make no mistake, this is not even 10% of my power." He wasn't
wrong, considering all his power was only released when he
transformed.

"Eh...?" Anderson's smile died.

Suddenly the pillar of fire disappeared, and the greatsword that
Victor was holding was glowing brightly. The heat emitting from that
sword was insane!

It was much stronger than before.

But strangely... The heat wasn't melting the surrounding ice floor.

"Try not to die, my new friend." And the moment he said that,
Victor attacked with the fire sword vertically:

"Purge."

FUSHHHHHHH

A giant tsunami of hellish fire flew towards Anderson at a speed
that few could react to.

The blade was burning everything in front of it,  leaving a trail of
devastation in its wake.

"..." Watching the immense power that was approaching him,
Anderson flashed a small smile:

'In that case, I'll make you serious.' He really wanted to see the



full 'potential' of this man.

His eyes began to glow sapphire blue as his expression turned a
little animalistic, then he opened his mouth wide and began sucking in
all the air around him.

And as he did so, a white power began to cover his body. For a
few seconds, everyone present could see animal fur growing all over
his chest:

"This attack…" Scathach narrowed her eyes as she seemed to
recognize it and knew it very well. She knew exactly what the man
was trying to do.

'And to think that woman taught this kind of technique to her
youngest son.' She thought.

"You better cover your ears." Scathach warned as she did as she
said.

"Eh…?" Nobody understood why Scathach said this, and they
reacted too late.

ROOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAR

"UGH!" Everyone quickly covered their ears. That howl was too
loud!

Anderson roared towards Victor while the power of his body
seemed to concentrate in front of his mouth.

And then!

BOOOOOOOOOOOM!

A massive beam of white power shot out of his throat and flew
towards Victor's attack.

As if they were two forces that were being attracted to each other.



The two powers clashed, and…

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!

Crack, Crack, Crack.

"Oh?" Victor's smile grew, and he pointed his hand forward, his
hand started to catch fire, and he said:

"Let's get warmer!"

Victor's words came to reality with a sudden power surge in the
attack he had previously unleashed.

"..." Anderson's eyes narrowed, an oppressive aura began to
cover his body, and...

BOOOOOOOOM!

More power seemed to come out of his mouth!

The two attacks fought against each other, a battle of power and
wills, trying to dominate each other. The ground around them had
already disappeared from existence since Victor's ice couldn't hold
against the power he and Anderson unleashed.

"What the fuck is this!? This is bullshit, I've never seen a wolf do
that kind of thing before!" Violet couldn't help but speak as she held
her hands to her ears.

"You've never fought an Anderson-level wolf before, Violet." Ruby
replied in a neutral tone as she covered her ears.

"I know, but... This is still bullshit!"

"Well, you're right about that." Ruby laughed a little.

"No wonder wolves are considered the rivals of us vampires."
Eleanor commented,



"I don't think all wolves are like Anderson, in a way, he's special.
After all, he's the son of the king." Natashia added.

"Whooaaaa, so many lights." Pepper's eyes were shining, and
she looked like a child who was seeing fireworks for the first time, but
then her face suddenly started to perk up, and she screamed:

"I'm literally watching a power struggle! Holy Fucking Jesus!"

"..." Lacus, Siena, and Scathach narrowed their eyes when they
heard Pepper say:

'Where is she learning to speak those words?' The three thought.

"...?" Natashia looked at Pepper.

"Power struggle?"

"Yes! A power struggle! THE POWER STRUGGLE!" Important
things must be said three times!

"This is amazing! It feels like I'm watching an anime!"

Sasha woke up from her stupor and commented, "Now that you
mention it... That's true."

Nod, Nod.

Ruby agreed with the two girls.

"Huh?" Natashia didn't understand anything.

But no one seemed interested in enlightening the woman with
knowledge.

"The energy is changing." Scathach spoke in a neutral voice.

"...?" The girls who were distracted started to look at the fight
again, and they saw the power start to act strangely.



The two powers began to unite and soared into the sky like a
rocket.

The power easily pierced through the ice 'ceiling' that Victor
created.

Kaguya narrowed her eyes a little and opened a hole in her
'realm' to let it out. The two powers rose to the Nightingale sky and
quickly reached the stratosphere.

However, they soon reached critical mass, which was then
followed by…

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!

FUSHHHHHHHHH.

For the first time in its entire history, the Nightingale skies had a
'sun'.

...

"Master." Alexios said as he appeared next to Vlad, he was
wearing beach clothes and had a 'wreath' of flowers on his head; he
was clearly enjoying his vacation.

"Our space was violat-."

Vlad raised his hand.

"It's okay, this is just a game between two kids." Vlad flashed a
small smile and looked away, precisely speaking, toward the window.

"...?" Alexios looked to the side, and when he saw the 'sun', his
mouth opened wide, his expression was one of pure shock. He could
clearly feel that the amount of energy in that 'sun' was insane.

"...Is this...Is this child's play?"



"Of course." Vlad flashed a small smile as he kept looking at the
sun in the Nightingale sky and thought:

'If he wasn't able to do something like that, he wouldn't be worthy
of being called 'king' of the night.'

"...I'm sorry to say, but... Your sense of child's play is completely
broken." Alexios sighed.

"Hahahaha." Vlad laughed amusedly, "In my day, if vampires
couldn't do something like this, they would be considered failures."

"...." Alexios was silent, and he didn't know what to say when he
learned of this new information.

"Just go back to your vacation, you can come back when you feel
satisfied."

"Yes, Yes. I will." Alexios, at this point, actually thought it was a
good idea for him to take a vacation.

'...Before I go back to Hawaii, I'm going to visit someone.' Alexios
thought as he opened the gate.

...

A silence fell on the place where Victor was while the two men
continued to stare at each other. They didn't even care about the
'spectacle' they created.

Only one thing was on their minds right now.

A strong opponent was in front of me!

Victor suddenly made a move!

He started walking quietly towards Anderson....

Step, Step.



Anderson did the same, while he had a big smile on his face just
like his opponent, as he started walking towards him.

"...Perfect..." Victor's voice started off low but slowly started to
rise:

"You didn't disappoint me!" He clenched his fist, and the magic
symbols on the glove began to glow brightly!

"I knew you were strong... I could feel it from the start, but this?"
He clenched his fist.

Suddenly, the two men disappeared and then appeared standing
in front of each other.

BOOOOM! BOOOOM! BOOOOM!

Several air blasts occurred around, as they attacked so fast that
few could see what was happening!

"I didn't expect this!" Anderson's fist began to glow brightly, and
he lunged at Victor's stomach.

An ice armor was created on Victor's chest, and it fended off
Anderson's attack.

"I must say that I am extremely satisfied!"

Victor's smile grew, and then:

"HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!" He laughed with a maniacal laugh, his
body began to be covered by lightning, and then he punched towards
Anderson's face.

But surprisingly, the attack didn't reach Anderson, and the man
dodged by fractions of an inch away and then jumped back to create
some distance.

The two men faced each other.



A dark aura began to leave Victor's body.

A white aura began to leave Anderson's body.

They positioned themselves in their respective martial arts
stances, the two men's smiles were the same, their atmosphere was
the same, and they only had one goal!

"Let's have fun, Anderson!"

"Let's have fun, Alucard!"

The two disappeared again and appeared in the middle of the
arena as punches began to be exchanged at high speed.

The two were trading punches in the arena, they were dodging
each other's attacks, taking each other's attacks, and treating the
arena as their personal playground.

BOOOOM, BOOOOM, BOOOOM!

Looking at the fight ahead, Yuran couldn't help but comment with
a shocked face, "...I didn't believe it, even though I saw the video..."

"Hmm...?" Julian looked at Yuran.

"I thought it was deception, a forgery by the King of Vampires to
make supernatural beings believe that this kind of aberration existed."

"Aberration?" Liza was drawn to the conversation.

"Indeed."

"A vampire who holds the power of the 3 strongest vampire Count
houses, I honestly wasn't believing that."

"But..." Yuran looked at Victor.

The man would sometimes cover his fists with fire, sometimes he



would create a giant sword out of ice, sometimes he would cover his
body with lightning and 'run' through the arena.

He was using all three elements quite surprisingly well, in Yuran's
opinion... However, the most impressive thing is his control of the ice
element since he was basically switching weapons mid-fight!

Sometimes he wore gloves, sometimes he used a shield to
defend himself, sometimes he attacked with a spear.

It was pretty obvious that he didn't have 'master' level experience
with some of the weapons he created, but... He seemed to have
'experience' in using them roughly and clumsily like a mad warrior.

Victor and Anderson broke up again.

Victor stomped the ground, and soon a greatsword was created
again, and then, as Victor took the Greatsword, suddenly, the sword
was covered by fire and lightning.

Anderson, seeing this, started to prepare himself too, as fur
started to grow on his body, and sharp claws started to grow on his
hands, while his arm was covered by a white aura.

And soon...

Two giant white wolf claws were created.

"Grrr..." He growled a little, and slowly the pressure in his body
increased until:

ROAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!

He roared to the sky as if announcing his presence to everyone.

The presence of an Alpha!

A mighty Alpha was in front of everyone!



"HAHAHAHAHAHA~!" And that only made Victor's laughter grow.

His body went up in flames, and like a mad warrior, he rushed
towards his opponent and attacked with his sword!

Anderson did the same as he attacked with his claws.

CLANG!!!

The sound of two metal objects colliding was heard, followed by a
burst of air and a shockwave, but that didn't stop them both.

They started trading blows again, and this time it wasn't limited to
the ground!

They sometimes fought in the air, sometimes they fought upside
down, the entire 'space' of the arena became a 'floor' for the two men.

"This is fucking bullshit..." Yuran couldn't help but comment. Just
what was he watching?

He couldn't accept reality even if it was in front of him.

And another thing...

He looked at Anderson, and he felt his instincts itching to duck his
head; 'Has he been hiding his power all this time?' He didn't remember
Anderson being this strong.

"WW-WHOAAAAAA!" Pepper suddenly shouted excitedly:

"This is fucking amazing!"

Slap!

Lacus hit Pepper on the head:

"Language."



"Ouch..." Pepper held her head, and then she looked at her sister
with a look that said, 'why did you hit me?'

"There are children around." She pointed to a spot, and at that
spot, a girl was standing while looking at the 'fight'.

Pepper looked where Lacus pointed and saw Ophis, "Huh…?
Hadn't she gone home?"

"Well, she came back." Lacus continued.

"…Ugh."

"And besides, you are a child, you mustn't speak bad words!"

"..."

.....
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Chapter2 Chapter 242: Alpha Werewolf vs.
Vampire Count.

Pepper was speechless as she looked at her sister with a
shocked face as her brain processed what her sister said.

Her face started to get a little red, "HMMMM" her cheeks puffed
out like a squirrel's, and she screamed:

"I'm not a child!" Suddenly a large object hit Roberta's shield, and
the object easily passed through Roberta's barrier, passing within
inches of Pepper's side.

BOOOOOOM!!

The object hit the ground and created a crater.

"Eh...?"

Pepper swallowed hard and looked at the object that passed her.

And she saw that it was the same man who was fighting Victor.

"What-..." Pepper was about to say something but fell silent when
she heard Siena's scream.

"VICTOR! Don't throw weird stuff in our direction! What if it hit
Pepper!?" Veins were bulging in Siena's head.

Nod, Nod.

Lacus nodded in agreement with her older sister's words.

"Watch it." She spoke in a neutral tone while looking at Victor.

But...



The man's gaze didn't even reach them. He didn't even seem to
be listening to them, which was impossible due to vampire hearing,
which means...

"He is very focused on the fight." Ruby explained, "When he's in
this state...-" Before Ruby could finish, murderous pressure came out
of Scathach's body, and a demonic voice was heard by everyone:

"Victor."

"..." Victor looked blankly at Scathach.

"Pay attention to your surroundings. What if you hurt Pepper?"
Her eyes gleamed dangerously, and her hair was floating as if defying
gravity.

"..." Natashia and Sasha were speechless when they heard what
Scathach said. They wanted to say to her: 'Woman, you literally
torture your daughters with the excuse of training, they wouldn't get
hurt with just that!'

The mother and daughter knew that despite being called 'torture',
it wasn't exactly 'torture'. Scathach's training was just too spartan for
the current century.

In a way, it can be called 'old fashioned'.

"..." Victor stopped looking at Scathach and looked at Pepper.

His eyes sparkled for a few seconds, and he appeared in front of
Pepper.

Victor extended his hand towards Pepper.

"Hii...." Pepper got a little scared with Victor's current appearance,
he was very 'serious', and the aura that was emanating from his body
was terrifying!

She closed her eyes a little when she saw Victor's hand reaching



for her.

Pat, Pat.

Sounds of hair being stroked were heard alongside the feeling of
a gentle pressure on the top of her head.

"...?" Pepper slowly opened her eyes and saw Victor's gentle little
smile:

"I'm sorry about that, Pepper."

badump, Badump.

Pepper's heart started to beat faster.

She opened her mouth in shock. She didn't expect to see that
expression on Victor's face, and her face turned a little red.

She swallowed hard and spoke with difficulty: 

"It's okay-..." Before she could say anything again, Victor's eyes
narrowed, and his smile grew, then he looked straight ahead.

ROOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAR!

A wolf's roar boomed and echoed in the surroundings, and soon a
man with white fur all over his body was seen.

The man looked at Victor, and the smile of a predator appeared
on his face.

Victor suddenly grabbed Pepper's arm.

"Eh...?"

He spun a little and threw the girl towards Scathach.

"EHHHHHHH?"



And she wasn't the only one.

He approached Lacus and Siena and did the same:

"What-." Siena didn't have time to react.

"Don't touch-." Lacus didn't even have time to say anything.

Soon the bodies of the three ladies were flying towards Scathach.

Victor looked at Roberta, "Don't be lazy."

"!!!" Roberta's whole body trembled, and a smile appeared on her
face:

"Yes, Master." Her eyes glowed violet for a few seconds, and she
looked at the group.

Scathach narrowed her eyes and created a wall of ice to 'gently'
catch her daughters.

"""Ugh.""" The three sisters hit the ice wall, and their whole bodies
ached.

"...Mother, why didn't you-..." Lacus wanted to ask why her
mother didn't catch them, but she didn't have time for that when
Roberta suddenly appeared in front of the girls and created an even
bigger shield.

This time, the shield was violet in color.

And before everyone could react.

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!

An explosion of unbridled power burst, generating waves of
destruction from its epicenter!

Victor and Anderson clashed again, and, this time, the fight was



taken to the air.

BOOOOM, BOOOM, BOOOOM, BOOOM!

Several bursts of air were heard by everyone, followed by:

"HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA~"

The Laughter of two maniacs.

"Ugh, they're overreacting, and we're getting caught in the
crossfire. If this keeps up, we're going to get hurt." Eleanor spoke with
an annoyed face.

Although she didn't mind it one bit, after all, she had her
regeneration, but even so, she didn't like to feel pain if she didn't have
to.

"You're wrong." Sasha, Violet, and Ruby all spoke at the same
time.

"Huh...?"

"When we're around, Victor always pays attention to us..."

"But what about Pepper…?"

"Anderson's body didn't hit my sister, right?" Ruby continued.

"..." Eleanor was silent.

Ruby looked up to the sky, "Darling will never put us in danger, no
matter the circumstance." She spoke in a neutral voice.

"..." Sasha and Violet narrowed their eyes when they saw Ruby's
current face and felt her emotions through their connection.

"Ruby-." Sasha was going to say something, but Natashia
interrupted.



"Scathach, get us in the air, staying on the ground is giving me
neck pain."

"..." Scathach looked at Natashia.

Seeing the woman's eyes, Scathach seemed to understand
Natashia's intentions and nodded:

"Okay."

Scathach lightly tapped her toes on the ground.

Quake, quake.

A small earthquake started to be felt by all the girls.

"...Something is coming from below." Siena, who was getting up,
spoke, and the moment she said this:

FUSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

A gigantic pillar of ice was created.

And soon, Victor's group was in 'heaven'.

"Ugh, she could at least warn us." Violet grumbled.

"Don't ask for the impossible, this is Scathach we're talking
about." Sasha grumbled along with Violet.

"You're right..." Violet spoke with a smug face.

A portal appeared near the group, and soon Natalia appeared
with a smile on her face.

"..." The two women looked at Natalia.

"Did you know this would happen?"



"I didn't know, but when things involve Countess Scathach,
irrational things tend to happen, so I ran away."

"Ohhhh." Sasha and Violet felt that what the maid said made a lot
of sense.

... They were clearly treating Scathach like an irregular, crazy,
psychopath...

Wait, she is, isn't she?

"Pffft..." Natashia held back her laughter when she saw
Scathach's gaze.

"Humpf," Scathach snorted and turned away, a mild pout visible
on her countenance.

"...Wha-..." Natashia couldn't believe what she saw. Did she just
huff? What the fuck?

"..." Ruby looked down, and she made a gesture with her hand.

And just as it happened just now, a great pillar of ice rose into the
air.

"...I will not thank you, daughter of Scathach."

"I wasn't expecting it anyway." Ruby spoke in a cold tone.

"I see." Liza replied and turned back to the fight.

Ruby did the same as Liza and went back to looking at the fight.

And as if they were all in sync, the girls started looking at the fight
too.

Although they are fighting at a much higher speed than normal.

Everyone could still follow what was happening.



Unlike the other times they'd fought, the two were hurting each
other now.

Wrong, it would be more accurate to say that they weren't
avoiding each other's blows anymore.

Victor was cut by Anderson's claws. Anderson had his chest
pierced by Victor's hand.

Sometimes Anderson was punched by the ice gloves, and
sometimes, he had his arm cut off by Victor's greatsword.

"That fool... He's switching weapons during the fight." Scathach
flashed a small smile.

"Yes. That fighting style is pretty rare." Natashia spoke.

"Indeed." Scathach spoke.

'So that's why he wanted to become a 'master' at everything,
huh?' Scathach could now understand one of Victor's goals.

If you're going to say it simply, he became a 'God of War'.

Why god of war? Because only the god of war had dominion over
all weapons.

Even Scathach did not have 'complete mastery' in all weapons.

After all, she still preferred using the spear compared to other
weapons.

'What he's looking for is something far beyond what I looked for.'
To Scathach, this was an absurd thought, but...

She liked it, that's how it should be! If you are a man, you must
fight for your goals, however stupid and irrational they may be!

A big smile started to appear on her face.



'Ahhh~, it's been a while since I felt this excited... I'm getting
excited!' Scathach's eyes began to glow blood red, and she began to
feel a strong urge to train again.

'Wait... Don't tell me?'

Scathach looked around, precisely speaking, she looked at the
girls.

Seeing Violet and Sasha's clenched fists.

Seeing Lacus' and Pepper's puzzled looks.

Siena's annoyed look.

Eleanor's determined gaze.

She finally understood Victor's purpose.

"I see..." She flashed a gentle little smile: 'No matter how much
time passes, he's still a gentle fool for the ones he loves, huh?'

Victor and Anderson separated and assumed a distance from
each other.

Both were completely bruised and with blood oozing from their
bodies.

But despite their bloodied appearance, the two men's smiles
never left their faces.

"Let's level up, My Friend."

"Oh? I like that idea."

Suddenly.

The auras of the two men died completely, and a silence
descended on the battlefield.



'The end is approaching...' Scathach could deduce that their
combat would end at any moment.

Crack.

The sound of bones breaking shattered the silence in the
courtyard.

Everyone looked at Anderson.

"Grrrr...." The man's eyes began to glow azure blue, hair began to
grow from his body, the man's expression became even more
animalistic and slowly began to change.

The man began to grow, as even more powerful muscles began
to be created, a wolf's tail appeared behind him.

ROAAAAAAAAAAAAAR

He roared to the sky.

The atmosphere started to get heavy as if gravity was multiplying
in the immediate vicinity.

FUSHHHHHHHHHHH

A pillar of Light ascended to the heavens.

"... This feeling." Liza broke into a cold sweat as she felt the
power of an 'Alpha.'

"HAHAHAHAHAHAHAH~" Victor laughed with genuine
happiness, he clenched his fist, and the magic circle of his gloves
began to glow brightly:

"This is how it has to be, otherwise it wouldn't be fun!"

His eyes began to glow more intensely, and a suffocating heat
began to leave his body as his hair began to defy gravity.



"Will he change into the shape of your family?" Sasha asked
Violet as she felt the atmosphere around her warmer.

"..." Violet didn't answer and just kept watching intently.

Sasha looked like she was going to say something but fell silent
when she felt something familiar coming from Victor's body.

She quickly looked at him and saw that clouds of lightning began
to form near him, and lightning began to dance around him as if nature
itself was celebrating the rise of a new power.

"Don't tell me..."

Rumble, Rumble.

"Oh?" A small smile appeared on Natashia's face, "Does he have
the form of my family too?"

Natashia's question was answered by a large yellow pillar of
lightning that rose from Victor's body.

"Pfft.... HAHAHAHAHAHA~, He really does!" Natashia laughed
like a madwoman, while she looked very happy.

SLASH!

Anderson used his claws and tore apart the pillar of light
surrounding him, and soon everyone could see his werewolf form.

He was a werewolf over 2 meters tall, muscular, he had a huge
tattoo on his right arm, and everyone could see little 'golden lights'
coming out of the creature's fur.

'As expected... He inherited the blood of that woman...' Scathach
seemed to have understood something when she looked at those
'lights'.

"Sister..." Pepper went behind Siena. She was feeling strange...



her body was shaking when she saw that creature.

"...Pepper?" Siena looked back, and when she saw her sister's
state, she was silent and let her do what she wanted.

Violet felt someone holding her hand, and to see it was Ophis...

"... Are you okay?" She wasn't good at dealing with kids.

Nod

Ophis gave a simple nod.

"I see." Violet spoke and squeezed the little girl's hand a bit as
suddenly a thought crossed Violet's mind, and she quickly stopped
holding Ophis's hand.

"...?"

"I mean, you feel weird, right?" She was talking about Ophis'
'curse'.

"... Violet is good... Father, good memories..." She spoke a few
words.

"...I see..." Violet flashed a small, gentle smile and took the little
girl's hand.

"...What is this strange feeling...?" Sasha asked the question all
newer vampires wanted to know the answer to.

"When we say werewolves are the opposite of vampires."
Scathach began to speak.

"That's literally it." She pointed at Anderson.

She looked at the group, "They are a species contrary to us."

Natashia added, "It's like angels and demons, we are opposites of



each other."

"And consequently, we have a 'little' instinctive fear when we
meet werewolf 'royalty'." Scathach finished.

"..." The girls were silent while they were processing what they
had just understood.

Scathach and Natashia smiled. 

"Of course... It also means the same to the other party."

"...?" The girls didn't understand what the two women were
implying.

But when they felt the atmosphere get heavier than it already
was, they immediately looked at Victor.

"He doesn't have the perfect transformation yet." Natashia spoke
curiously.

"...For now... Just give him time." Scathach spoke.

"Indeed."

Much like Sasha's transformation, Victor had his entire body
covered in lightning. In this form, he didn't have long bat wings, but
instead, his limbs had a high concentration of power. Precisely
speaking, his legs were brimming with lightning power.

Victor took a deep breath and let it out of his chest as he opened
his blood-red eyes and looked at Anderson.

Vampire and Werewolf look at each other.

A silence fell on the place until Victor's body seemed to distort in
the air, and he displayed a big smile:

"I wonder if you've ever been kicked at the speed of sound."



RUMBLE!

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!!!

.

.

.

.......
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Chapter3 Chapter 243: Special being.
BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!!!!!

Rumble, Rumble!

A great burst of air, along with a crash of lightning, was heard by
all present.

"Holy-… Is this the fight of two high-level beings?" Siena spoke,
but the moment she said it, her face had a strange expression.

'At some point, I started to consider Victor as a high-level being?'
She was perplexed to think about it unconsciously.

"He received good training..." Eleanor couldn't help but comment
as she watched the scene in front of her.

Victor attacked Anderson's face with his feet, but...

The scene of seeing the werewolf flying was not seen.

Instead, what happened was:

"Yes, I've already been kicked at the speed of sound." Anderson
parried Victor's attack with his arm.

"Oh?" Victor's smile threatened to distort his entire face.

Frankly, it was very bizarre!

That was Liza's opinion and that of Anderson's group.

Grab! Crack!

Anderson quickly makes a move, and he grabs Victor's foot,
everyone hears the sounds of bones breaking, but no one seems to



care as he spins around Victor in the air.

FUSHHHHHHHHH.

He rotated so fast that a small hurricane formed in his place.

"Oaaaaaaaa!"

He threw Victor skyward.

His eyes glowed azure blue, a white power covered his body, that
power condensed in his claws as he raised both claws to the sky and
made an animal bitting gesture with his hands.

"Can he use this technique too…?" Scathach's smile grew.

'That woman raised them well, huh?' Scathach laughed a little.

"That technique?" Natashia didn't understand what Scathach was
talking about, but when she paid attention to the man's position, a
memory of a woman seemed to overwhelm him.

"Oh... I remember now." Natashia narrowed her eyes as she
looked at the wolf's appearance: 'As expected, he inherited that
woman's blood... And that disgusting power too.' She knew that this
technique couldn't be used if the individual did not have something
special.

And what is this special something?

The blood of a deity, a deity that is extremely close to animals,
specifically the wolf.

'If he receives this attack directly, being a very strong vampire or
not, he will receive severe damage.' Natashia looked dangerously at
Anderson; 'If that happens...' Killer thoughts started running through
Natashia's head.

"Stop."



"Eh...?" Natashia's thoughts stopped racing wildly, and she
looked at Scathach.

"If you stop this fight, Victor will hate you forever."

"!!!" Natashia's entire body shook when she heard Scathach's
warning.

"He doesn't like it when someone steals his 'prey' and ruins his
'fun'."

"..." Natashia was silent since she understood this personality of
Victor too, but despite understanding, she... She didn't like it.

Her insides twisted when she saw Victor get hurt, and she felt that
if she didn't know about Victor's personality, she would practically
jump up and stop the fight.

... She looked at Violet and saw the woman's clenched fists.

And it looks like she wasn't the only one who thought so. This
time, she looked at Ruby, who, despite her neutral expression, was
looking dangerously at Anderson.

Her eyes clearly gave away the woman's annoyance.

"..." She flashed a gentle little smile and thought, 'I guess that's
what it means to be a good wife?'

In the same way that Victor lets his wives do whatever they want
and always supports them in whatever they want to do, the same
applies to Violet, Sasha, and Ruby.

Even though they hated to see him get hurt, they never interfered
in Victor's fight because they knew.

After an enemy that messes with his family, the second thing
Victor hates the most is someone ruining his fun.



"What are you talking about?" Sasha asked when she saw her
mother look at her.

Natashia flashed a small smile, "...You'll see soon."

"...?" Sasha looked at her mother, confused.

The moment Natashia said that everyone heard:

"The beast devours the heavens."

FUSHHHHHHHHH!

A white power came out of Anderson's arm and flew to the skies.

Slowly the power began to take the form of something.

ROOOOOOOOOOOOAR!

The white wolf's head flew skyward towards Victor.

"What!? This is… This is her power… how can he use it?" Yuran
looked quite distracted.

"..." Victor's eyes began to glow blood-red, and he did several
somersaults in the air.

Soon, he is standing on Kaguya's 'ceiling' of darkness,

He looks down and sees immense power flying towards him.

'This feeling...'

badump, Badump!

Victor touched his heart.

He definitely didn't expect this. He didn't expect this opponent to
be this strong, he's completely shocked.



... And that's definitely not bad!

"HAHAHAHAHA~!"

Rumble, Rumble, Rumble.

His body began to glow brightly in lightning.

'My Friend, you are definitely not a disappointment.' For the first
time, he thought with genuine happiness, he had found a strong
opponent of the same generation as himself, an opponent that could
force him to go all out.

RUMBLE...

Lightning sounds were heard by everyone.

With Victor's current speed, he could dodge Anderson's attack in
the blink of an eye since, in his perception, the power would take
forever to get close to him, but...

Why would he do that?

Indeed, why would he do something so boring? A worthy
opponent was in front of him, and he must face him open-hearted!

RUMBLE!

His fists began to glow brightly, and slowly, he began to 'fall'
towards the wolf.

Seeing that Victor was within his reach.

Anderson folds his hands, "Catch."

The wolf closes its mouth on Victor's entire body.

But...



The result that Anderson and his group had hoped for did not
happen.

"...Bullshit." Anderson couldn't help but say with a big smile on his
face when he saw that the man just 'held' the wolf's mouth!

"Little Wolf, be polite, and go back to your owner!" Victor punches
the wolf in the face!

And soon, the power returned to Anderson.

"This is fucking BULLSHIT!" Yuran practically screamed, he
completely lost his posture, but no one could blame him. After all, he
was one of the few who knew what technique Victor used.

'That man... Wrong, that monster is dangerous! He's a monster!
How can he just 'slap' the power of a god? Huh?' Yuran started to look
at Victor more carefully.

"Pftt… HAHAHAHAHAHA!" Scathach laughed like a woman
possessed.

"Hmm?" Liza looked at Scathach.

Scathach laughed for a while until she looked at the woman and
said:

"When you're really close to him, you get used to that kind of
irrationality."

"...Just what did Darling eat to get so strong in just 1 year?" Violet
couldn't understand what she was seeing, she's seen enough of
Victor's display of irrationality, but this was the first time she's seen
something of this level.

"..." Ruby's face turned a little red when she heard Violet's words.

"...Oya, OYA?" Natashia flashed a suggestive smile as she
looked at the woman with long red hair.



"...Hmph."

"..." Violet looked at Ruby, and seeing her friend's embarrassed
face, she understood pretty much everything with one look.

"... It's decided, he will be sucked." Violet's smile grew, and
thoughts that weren't safe for children started popping into her head.

But... There was one little problem that Violet forgot about...
Precisely speaking, a little girl.

"... Eat? Suck? Huh?" Ophis looked completely confused by the
thoughts she was 'hearing.'

"!!!" Violet quickly lets go of the girl's hand.

"…Violet, what did you do?" Scathach asked.

"Hmm... I-..." Violet broke out in a cold sweat, and she didn't know
what to do.

Ophis looked at Violet with a neutral gaze of hers, and she asked
in a monotone, "...Violet, what is sex?"

"....." A deafening silence fell around the area, and it was as if a
supernatural creature cut through the silence of the place.

"Violet..." All the women looked at Violet with serious looks. Just
what did she do for Ophis to ask that?

Violet started to use her brain as she thought of various ways to
come up with an excuse but in the end...

She gave up. If you can't fix the problem, just make the problem
worse! And everything will be fine!

Trust her. Those are the words of a wise woman.

Soon, she began to explain in a teacher's tone:



"Well, sex is when..."

Slap.

Ruby and Sasha smacked her on the head, "Stop!"

Ouch.

"What do you think you're saying to a five-year-old?"

"But I didn't say anything! She just read my-…" Violet would
grumble that it wasn't her fault, but she couldn't.

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM

"!!?" The girls looked at the explosion site and saw that the entire
area around Anderson had become one enormous crater.

The man himself appeared completely unharmed.

'This resistance is insane...' Eleanor thought when she saw that
the man had no visible wounds on his body.

"... My garden..."

"..." The girls rolled their eyes when they heard Scathach's
useless worry, what is this cheap sentimentality?

The garden did not exist from the beginning! It was just trees
around!               

Victor came down from the skies and looked into Anderson's sky
blue eyes, and then he did and said something that left everyone
shocked.

He undoes his transformation and says:

"I am satisfied, for today… Shall we enter the house? I'll ask
someone to fix you a drink."



.

.

.

.

"...Huh!?"

...

Hearing the noise, Vlad commented to himself, "The fight is over,
huh?"

Several shadows fall behind Vlad's throne:

"Should we investigate the details of the fight, master?" The
leader of the men spoke in a respectful tone.

"It's not necessary, if the Count isolated the place, it's because he
wanted to fight in peace without anyone getting in his way." Vlad
shared his thoughts.

"Or because he wanted to hide something."

"... That too." Vlad continued, as he looked to the right, his gaze
seemed to pass through all the walls and fell on top of a person,
precisely speaking of a woman:

A woman with long white hair and blue eyes.

"..." The woman stops doing what she is doing and looks into the
man's eyes:

"Husband?" Her smile blossomed as if it were the first spring.

"...I have things to do, let me know if 'it' makes a move." Vlad
spoke to his shadows



"Yes, Master."

.

.

.

.

...
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Chapter4 Chapter 244: Misunderstandings
Happen.

Sasha was the first to wake up from the stupor Victor had caused
everyone, and she quickly asked:

"WW-Wait, Darling, are you just going to stop the fight like that?"
She couldn't even believe she was saying that sentence.

In her mind, it was unthinkable. Wrong, it was completely
impossible for Victor to stop a fight.

"Yes."

"...." Everyone's mouth opened as they were shocked again when
they heard his short, simple answer.

What was that answer? Those who knew Victor before felt
awkward at this simple answer. They couldn't describe the way they
were feeling right now.

But it was a strange and incomprehensible feeling, especially on
Scathach's part, since she was 100% sure that Victor wouldn't do
something like this all his life.

"..." Seeing everyone's reaction, Victor flashed a small smile and
continued:

"I've already achieved my goal by fighting Anderson..." Victor
started to explain his thinking to the girls.

"What was your objective?" Violet asked, not understanding.

"..." Natashia showed a small smile and closed her eyes; she
already knew what his next words would be.



"You're all now motivated, right?" Victor looked specifically at
Sasha, Violet, and Scathach.

"...." The women were silent when they heard what Victor said.

"Also, by fighting him, I showed my master how much I've
evolved, and..." Victor looked into Scathach's eyes.

"..." Scathach stared into Victor's eyes in silence.

"I did it with the aim of her getting me to train properly this time."

If there's one thing Victor learned this year, it was…

To hold back. He learned to wait, to acquire the best 'dish'. He
realized that when he fought an opponent at the right time, and when
both were at a very high level,

The satisfaction he'd feel would be immense, far greater than the
satisfaction of fighting without a suitable place.

"...Heh~." She flashed a small smile. It was a seductive smile, a
dangerous smile:

"That was an inevitable fate, Victor." Does he think he's going to
run away after showing me this? Hell no!

"... Good to know." Victor didn't seem intimidated by the pressure
radiating off of Scathach's body since, to him, it looked like the woman
had just gotten more excited than usual.

"Of course..." Victor's smile suddenly grew unnaturally, and he
looked at Anderson with a gaze glowing blood-red:

"I honestly did not expect this result." He was honest.

"I have to say, I didn't expect the new Count to be more special
than I thought." Acknowledging Victor's explanation, Anderson
understood why he stopped the fight suddenly, but, despite



understanding and being agreeable, he was not satisfied.

"Hahaha~, calm your nerves, my friend. We will fight again, but
not here... not now..."

"After all, for beings like us, this kind of place is..." Victor looked
around him, "Pretty weak for a fight of this level."

"..." Anderson looked around and saw the destruction caused by
the two.

Literally speaking, the ancient garden of Scathach now looked
like a desolate wasteland. It was as if several powerful bombs had
been dropped on this place, and marks of struggle could be seen
everywhere.

FUSHHHHHHHH.

Suddenly, a little girl appeared on Victor's shoulder:

"Oh?" Victor looked at Ophis.

"Father, cool."

"Heh~"

"Better than your other father?"

"Of course!'' She flashed a gentle little smile.

"..." Eleanor and Natalia were silent, her face almost threatening
to display a smile, but they couldn't do that!

He's the king, you know!?

"Dawg, Strong."

"...." Anderson's eyes narrowed a little. He didn't like being called
'dog' at all.



"Hey, she's a child, don't take it too seriously." Victor's eyes
gleamed dangerously, and this time no amusement could be seen in
his eyes. It was pretty clear that if he continued to look at Ophis like
that, If he continued to stare in that threatening manner, something
good was not going to happen to him.

"...." Anderson's eyes returned to normal, and soon his
transformation was undone:

"I'm sorry about that, our race has a little problem with the word
'Dog'."

"Well, deal with it?" Victor didn't care about the problems of an
entire race.

"..." Anderson opened his eyes a little, and he understood that
Victor said that in a way that he, himself, should solve this problem.
After all, he was a prince.

"...I can't do that yet, despite being the second prince, my father
doesn't plan to relinquish the reign to his sons."

"...?" Question marks started to appear around Victor since he
didn't understand how Anderson came to this conclusion:

"Who says you need to wait for his permission? Just do it." He felt
Anderson shouldn't depend on his dad. He's a big boy, right?

Why does he have to wait for his father if he wants to do
something?

"…Huh?"

"You are already a grown man, an adult. So grow a pair and do
what you want."

"Just do it." He wanted to say: 'just grow the fuck up!'

But Ophis was here, and she couldn't hear that kind of barbarity



yet.

"...." Anderson opened his eyes wide as he understood that Victor
was saying that if he doesn't like something, he should just go there
and fix it.

'He must know about our Alpha tradition? Is it because of that he
said that?'

Just for context, the Alpha class had codes to follow. If you want
to be the new king, the new Alpha, the new big boss,

You must challenge the king and defeat him, and in doing so, the
king will cease to be the Alpha and will become a subordinate.

Wolves had a simple society in which the strongest fist ruled the
entire kingdom.

... A society of warriors, although this type of society has a
tendency to abandon the 'weak', and it is usually those weak who
have the greatest 'intelligence'.

The kingdom hadn't collapsed so far because of the Queen, who
understood this sort of thing, considering that, unlike the werewolf
king, the woman was a governess from birth.

"Alright... I should just do this." Anderson's eyes were shining with
determination.

"...?" Victor didn't understand why so much determination to grow
up and be independent. Isn't that something easy to do?

"Yes, just do it." But as a good friend, he completely supported his
friend's independence, and if he gets weak, why does he depend so
much on his father!?

He doesn't want his friend to become like those weak vampires.

"...I have to go, I'll be back later." Anderson started to fall towards



the ground, and, as he was falling, he looked at his subordinates.

The four subordinates nodded, then jumped off the ice pillar and
followed the man.

"Tsk, Tsk. What a hasty man, won't he stay for dinner...? Btw,
what do werewolves really eat?"

"Dawg food?" Ophis used her incredible wisdom and shared it
with Victor!

"…Does that somehow make sense?" Victor looked at Ophis.

"Dawg?"

"...." Why does he feel that she wasn't speaking the same
language as him?

"...He... He just, just...-" Siena didn't seem to believe what she
was seeing.

"Yes, don't question it. Just accept it; it's better since your brain
won't fry like that." Ruby spoke in a tired voice.

"How can he cause such a misunderstanding…? Can this already
be called talent?"

"... Just for context, Anderson is the culprit." Ruby explained.

"…Really?" Eleanor wasn't sure about that.

"Yes." Ruby spoke while she looked at her mother, who had
completely entered her own rosy world:

Seeing her mother like this, she felt a great urge to sigh, but she
held it back and said:

"Mother, please?"



"Umu?" Scathach looked at Ruby.

"... You too?"

"Me what?"

"...Nothing, just lower the pillar."

"Oh, okay." Scathach stomped the ground lightly, and soon the
ice pillar began to descend to the ground.

...

The group was now on the ground:

"Kaguya, undo your territory." Victor spoke as he had Ophis on
his shoulder.

"Yes, master."

Kaguya's eyes glowed a little blood red, and soon her entire
territory began to be sucked into her body.

"Done."

Victor nodded, satisfied, as he looked at a location and said:

[Eve, Bruna.] He didn't need to say much, and with those few
words, his Maids already understood what he wanted.

[Yes, master.]

A few seconds passed, and then Eve and Bruna appeared, and
they were carrying a type of creature that had two horns, red skin, a
tail, and two wings.

"What are they holding?" Sasha asked curiously while she was a
little disgusted. After all, the creature looked revolting.



"..." Natashia's entire atmosphere grew colder and sharper.

And it wasn't just her; Eleanor and Scathach also looked just like
Natashia.

"Mother?"

"…demons?" Scathach narrowed her eyes. Just what kind of
mess did Victor get into this time?

"Oh, they really came." Ruby spoke in a neutral tone.

"We've been waiting for this, they really have the balls to invade
this place." Kaguya spoke with disgust.

"... Language." Bruna lightly scolded their 'leader'.

Looking at Ophis, she displayed a reaction, "…Oh." She had
completely forgotten about the little girl.

"...It can't be helped, Kaguya was Lady Violet's former Maid, it's
not impossible to think that she picked up some quirks from Lady
Violet..."

"..." Kaguya's eyes narrowed when she heard what Eve said.

"Hahahaha, isn't that a good thing?" Victor looked at Violet.

"Darlin-." Violet flashed a loving smile, but that smile was broken
when everyone heard:

"Father, what is sex?" Ophis asked in a neutral, easy-to-
understand tone.

"........"

"Eh...?" Victor opened his mouth wide, thousands of thoughts
popped into his head, but the main thought was:



'Where did she learn that?'

Violet turned her face away, and began to whistle, "… Whistle,
whistle."

"..." Could she be any more obvious?

"We'll talk later..."

She flashed a sly little smile, "If it's in bed, I'll be fine with it." She
didn't miss a chance.

"... That too." He wouldn't deny it.

"Master, we're back." Although they were already close to Victor,
Bruna told her master to pay attention to them.

"How many demons this time?"

"Just a few scouts, they were quickly annihilated."

"Tsk."

Victor's face distorted, "Belial is really looking to die, that
motherfucker."

"Language." Violet was the one who spoke this time, while she
had the smile of someone who managed to give back what she
'suffered': 'Feel my pain.' She thought in jest.

"Oh..." Victor couldn't help but flash a small smile.

Cough, Cough.

The demon spewed up black blood on the floor.

"... He is alive."

"Yes, I thought Master would want him alive." Eve spoke.



"Good job, Eve."

"..." Eve flashed a small smile, but then her smile faded when she
heard a voice.

[Tsk, Tsk, that was my idea] A voice seemed to speak in Eve's
head.

[Shut fuck up.] Eve replied.

[Tsk.] The voice stopped speaking.

Victor put Ophis on the ground as he walked up to the demon and
grabbed him by the head, as he lifted the demon up and looked into
his eyes:

"Belial, you sackless coward, speak up. I know you're watching."

The demon's face distorted, and a dark aura came out of his
body. Soon the minion's eyes opened, and everyone could see a red
eye.

"…this aura." Pepper swallowed hard as she felt the malicious
aura that carried nothing but negative thoughts.

"Alucard, you are still an irritating being, as always."

.

.

.

.....
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Chapter5 Chapter 245: One Year and Six
months.  

Two months after Vlad had closed the gate to Nightingale, how
was Victor doing?

Of course, he was angry!

What did you expect? That he would wear a calm smile when he
was unable to see his wives and family?

The first week that Victor found out he couldn't go to Nightingale,
he found this situation strange, and not just him, Ruby too.

The two didn't think much at the time, considering they had just
left a very pleasant 'date'.

The two were in a good mood... They had literally reached
Nirvana several times.

As they couldn't get in that day, they decided to wait.

A day passed, and the gate was still closed.

Another day passed, and the gate was still closed, and the Clan
responsible for transporting Nightingale stopped responding to Ruby
altogether.

On the third day, they realized something was wrong.

Trying to understand the situation the two were in, the two
vampires went looking for a witch, precisely speaking,

Esther.

Arriving at the witch, Ruby asked if Esther knew anything, but the



woman didn't know anything either. She even said that the vampires
who lived in Nightingale and frequented her bar hadn't been coming
for two days either.

Which was impossible. After all, these vampires were at least
addicted to the environment that Esther had created there.

"And now?" Victor asked Ruby. He spoke in a calm tone, but
Ruby could feel his impatience and concern.

Victor felt that something was wrong since something like this
wouldn't happen all of a sudden.

He wanted answers... Wrong, he needed answers.

"I don't know, the only people who might even know this are the
witches, or the clan responsible for the gate, but Natalia isn't
answering me either." Ruby tried to call the maid, but the call didn't
connect, which was impossible. After all, the cell phone that Natalia
gave the girls was quite special, and could talk between worlds, so if
Ruby couldn't get in touch with Natália…

It was because...

'Someone or something is interfering.' Ruby narrowed her eyes.

"... Hmm, I know someone who can help, but... It's going to be
expensive." Esther spoke suddenly.

"…Hmm?" Victor and Ruby looked at Esther, and from the looks
of both of them, they clearly didn't like what they'd heard; 'was this
bitch trying to suck money out of them?'

Gulp.

She swallowed hard when she felt the gaze of the two, more
precisely speaking, Victor's!

"It's not me, it's the witch I'm going to contact who will need to be



paid."

"..." The looks of the two became neutral, and Ruby asked:

"Who is this contact of yours?"

"One of the witch queen's daughters, the second daughter,
Helena Moriarty."

"..." A silence fell on the place.

Ruby held back her urge to sigh and said, "...Are you crazy?" Just
how much money would she have to spend to hire the service of one
of the queen's daughters?

"… Well, you are Vampire Counts, right? You must have a lot of
money. Hiring her service must be cheap."

"Just tell me how we are going to access the money?" Ruby
asked skeptically.

"Huh?"

"All our money is in Nightingale." Victor continued.

"You don't leave the money in the human world?" She couldn't
believe such nonsense. How could they not leave their money in the
human world?

What if something happened and they needed to use cash?

"Of course not, we only bring small amounts, but most of our
money is in Nightingale." Despite having said 'small' amounts, the
value could reach up to 8 figures in dollars, but even then, it wouldn't
be enough to hire the daughter of the witch queen.

"...why?"

"Taxes." Victor and Ruby spoke at the same time.



Just how much tax should they pay the US government for
bringing their money into the human world?

The two of them didn't even want to think about it, and dealing
with the bureaucracy of it was boring as fuck.

"...." She definitely didn't expect that answer.

But...

"Pay taxes, huh." Just imagining that she should pay her hard-
earned money to someone made her stomach ache. Now imagine
paying the government?

Hell no!

"I can understand you guys in that." Esther spoke in an
understanding voice.

"..." The place was silent again.

"…any other method?" Ruby asked.

"... There is a method, but... You probably won't like it." Esther
spoke in a way that didn't trigger Ruby.

"Spit it out." Ruby had no patience for games.

"...Fine." Esther spoke, and then she added, "You can contact a
god."

"...?" Victor wore a confused face.

"God? Are you talking about the god of the church?"

"It's not that god, it's another god." Esther explained.

'By the way she speaks, it suggests that there are several
gods?... Are they strong?' Victor started to think about it.



"Why a god?" Ruby asked.

"Gods are social beings, they have contacts with various gods
who may know about your problem. Especially this god I'm referring
to, she's quite social... a bit too social." Esther muttered at the end.

'She?' Ruby's eyes glowed blood red for a few seconds.

Seeing that, the environment fell silent again.

Esther continued:

"Precisely speaking, I'm talking about the goddess Aphrodite who
happens to be living in this city."

'Aphrodite?' Despite not knowing much about mythology, this
name he knew; it was a well-known name after all.

Aphrodite, the goddess of beauty and love. Admired by all
Olympians as the most beautiful goddess.

"Where is she?" Victor asked as he wasted no time. If this
goddess or whatever knows the answers to his questions, he must go
to her.

"Well, her location-." Esther was going to say something, but
suddenly Ruby spoke.

"I refuse."

"…Huh?" Victor looked at Ruby.

"You're not going to meet that Bitch." Ruby's eyes were dark as a
black hole.

"Huh?" Victor couldn't understand Ruby's reaction, and he didn't
like being stopped from doing something. But he wasn't stupid, so he
wanted to understand why she wouldn't let him go visit Aphrodite.



"I've heard rumors, the goddess Aphrodite is the greatest Thot on
the entire planet, she will definitely ask to sleep with you in exchange
for the information."

"You know I wouldn't, right?" Victor narrowed his eyes.

"I know, but..." Ruby meant that she was going to use her 'charm'
on Victor to get him to sleep with her.

"Anyway, you shouldn't go, because if she wants to do something
to you, I won't be able to stop it."

"..." Victor was silent.

Ruby continued her reasoning, "Although she is not a goddess of
battle, or of war, she is still a goddess. She is strong."

"Oh..." Victor's smile grew when he heard that she was strong,
but soon his smile faded.

'It's not time to fight, I must solve my problem first.'

"Is there another method, witch?" Victor asked Esther.

"...I have a name, you know..." She grumbled.

"..." Victor continued looking at her with a dry gaze.

"Only two types of beings can know about this problem..." She
stopped talking and thought for a while, then she rephrased her
sentence, "Wrong, only three types of beings can: and these beings
are the gods, the witches, or beings versatile in time/space magic."

"...The last one is practically impossible for you to find right now."

"..." The room fell silent again.

[Master, you must go visit the goddess.]



"Hmm?"

[The Goddess is the closest and easiest being you can find and
get the information you need... You just shouldn't fall for Charm .]

"Charm?"

Hearing what Victor said, Ruby's eyes began to glow
dangerously, and she spoke:

"Kaguya!"

A cold air left her body and spread through the place:

"What are you doing?"

A woman came out of the shadows, as she looked coldly at Ruby,
and spoke:

"I'm telling him the information you withheld from my master."

"Kaguya..." Ruby's atmosphere seemed to grow even heavier.

Kaguya narrowed her eyes, "Stop treating my master like a child.
If he wants to go somewhere, he will."

"..." Ruby was silent.

"If you're afraid of something, it is your duty to let him know so he
can be prepared when dealing with it." Kaguya was totally against it
when someone tried to limit her master.

As a free being, the master must make his own decisions by
himself so he can grow and become 'strong'.

"...You two..." Victor's eyes narrowed.

"..." The two looked at Victor.



He first directed his gaze at Ruby. "First, explain what you're
hiding."

"Second," He then looked at Kaguya, "She is not limiting my
movements. If I had no choice, I would have gone anyway."

"..." Ruby's eyes narrowed. She didn't like Victor's answer, and
she didn't want him to see that Thot.

"Third. Ruby, if you know something, you should tell me."

"Huh?"

"We are a couple, right?" He flashed a small smile.

"..." Ruby opened her eyes wide.

"It's the couple's duty to share." Victor spoke simple words that
shuddered through Ruby's entire body.

"Darling..." She looked at the man with the eyes of a woman in
love.

.

.

.

.

Sigh.

After a long silence, she sighed:

"I'm sorry, I seem to have let my fears carry me away." She
gathered her thoughts and began to explain:

"Simply put, that bitch is a goddess of love, and beauty, and



consequently, her divine power is related to that. That is, she has
something similar to what a vampire has."

"The Charm. However, the difference between that power and
ours is that her charm is of the highest level."

"She can turn any man into a thirsty pig that wants to fuck her."
Ruby spoke with disgust.

"How do you counter it?"

"You cannot." Esther joined the conversation.

"Huh?"

"There is no way to counter that power." Esther began to explain:

"Her power touches a sensitive area of all beings, the 'partner'
area, meaning she takes the 'love', the 'desire' you have and focuses
on it."

"This is complicated..." Even Victor thought that.

"...Whether female or male, no one can escape her Charm ."

"Women too?" Victor raised an eyebrow.

"Most gods are bisexual."

"...And some have peculiar tastes." Esther felt disgust when she
thought of Zeus.

"Is there a way to avoid this?" Kaguya asked.

Esther looked at the Maid and said, "…Yes."

Soon she looked at Victor:

"You must not have any interest in her."



"..."

"You can't find her beautiful, you can't have desires for her, and
that's impossible. After all, she is the goddess of beauty. That is, she
is the ideal beauty for 'everyone'..."

"Split out, witch. What should I do?" Even Victor was getting
angry now.

"You must become a eunuch."

....
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Chapter6 Chapter 246: The Goddess
Aphrodite.

Absolute silence fell on the place as no one dared to speak a
word... In fact, they couldn't, they were too shocked to show any
reaction.

"Eh...?" Victor had never been more afraid of a word than he was
right now.

Thinking he didn't hear her correctly, Esther repeated it again, this
time a little louder:

"Like I said, you should cut off your dick, sever your balls, and
become a eunuch."

"Only this way will you be able to avoid the charm of the goddess
of beauty."

A being who had no lustful desires, or beings who have no need
for reproduction, a being who finds the goddess of beauty ugly, only
strange beings like that can negate the effect of Aphrodite's Charm.

"....."  Silence fell over the place once again.

'This bitch, I'm going to kill her.' Kaguya thought while making
shadow daggers. Who does this bitch think she is to suggest
something absurd like that? No one will castrate her master! She
started to walk towards Esther, but she stopped suddenly when she
heard a scream.

"HELL NO!" Ruby practically screamed, her entire aura becoming
more hostile than before.

This time, even Victor agreed with Ruby.



What the fuck is this about becoming a eunuch?

Is this bitch high? Did she smoke illegal stuff?

"He has important duties to fulfill, he cannot lose his 'D' now!" She
was being absolutely serious about this matter. Now that she'd had a
taste of forbidden pleasure, she was absolutely not going to let it go
that easily, and more importantly, she was not going to let anyone
take it away from her!

Victor is hers! Only hers! The D is just hers!

"..." Now it was Esther who was silent when she heard what Ruby
said.

Was this woman so brazen before?

'Is it possible that with just one fuck, she became this obscene?'
Esther thought.

Ruby quickly turned to Victor:

"Darling, this is...-" Ruby wanted to say that it was a bad idea to
meet Aphrodite, but she was silent. She didn't want to boss Victor
around since, just like he respected her free will, she wanted to
respect his right to free will as well.

It is the duty of a good wife to support her husband and not be
toxic.

'But I refuse! I won't let you lose the D! If anyone dares to do that,
that individual will be sent to hell in less than a second! I'll send them
to the devil's lap!'

It is common sense throughout the supernatural community that
Aphrodite is a 'Thot'. Why did everyone think that?

It's quite simple, actually. Aphrodite doesn't discriminate, so if she
likes someone and she considers that person 'beautiful', she will sleep



with that person.

And once you fall into the clutches of the black widow named
Aphrodite, you can never forget her, and that's because the goddess
of beauty is unforgettable.

If a being witnessed the 'embodiment' of beauty in real life and felt
her 'love', that being will never be aroused by any other person.

Men and women report that having sex with Aphrodite is more
addictive than sleeping with a Succubus.

And it's not just that.

Everyone knows what kind of man Aphrodite likes...

She likes men like Ares, tall men with muscular bodies, strong
men, men who love to bathe in the blood of their enemies.

The tale of Aphrodite betraying Hephaestus with Ares is well
known throughout the world.

And it's pretty obvious that Victor fits this description perfectly,
he's tall, has a body that could be considered 'perfect', and most
importantly, he loves to bathe in the blood of his enemies!

It was knowing about all this information that drove Ruby to
prevent Victor from getting close to Aphrodite. She wouldn't let that
Thot touch a hair on Victor's head!

Never!

Victor was silent as he was thinking about the decision he was
going to make.

'Become a eunuch?'

Hell no, he didn't even consider that an option.



'Looking for someone who is experienced in space and time?
Someone who wasn't a witch?'

This might work... But it would take a long time, and Victor was
impatient.

He left that option on hold for now.

Looking for another god? A god other than Aphrodite?

There is that option too...

He looked at Esther:

"Witch, do you know the location of any god other than
Aphrodite? No matter the location, I can get there in the blink of an
eye."

"..." Esther was silent, she started to think about the information
she got from her clients, and in the end, she said:

"I do not know."

"..." Victor was silent.

"Don't look at me like that, my information network is not as big as
the witches, I recognize that myself."

"Maybe the witches know something, but..."

"Yes, they will charge a lot." Ruby spoke in a neutral tone. For the
first time in her life, she was feeling in her skin what it was like to not
have money to pay for a witch, and for the first time, she felt in her
skin how abusive the witches' prices were.

"Tsk, what if I take a random witch and charm her?"

"...I wouldn't recommend doing that." Esther spoke in a calm tone.



Ruby nodded in agreement with Esther and then spoke:

"Witches are very protective of their members, just like
werewolves. So if you attack one witch, they will all attack you..." Ruby
explained.

"... Getting into conflict now is not a good option." Victor didn't
care about that, but he didn't want to waste time getting into conflict
now, "Why are they like that? Is it because of what happened in the
past?"

"Yes, they hold a lot of grudges against the witch trials that
happened..."

"I see..."

"..." Victor fell silent again and started using his head, he had
several options to use, but most of them were options that would take
some time or were dangerous.

For example, if he went to meet a god, it was not guaranteed that
that god would be friendly to him, and everyone knew Victor.

He was the symbol of the saying.

'An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, blood for blood.' He didn't
mind raising his hand to hit women. His fists held true gender equality.

The moment a being raised its 'weapon' to fight him, he would
counterattack.

That's how Victor is.

That's how Victor has always been.

"...Ruby, would my charm work on Aphrodite?"

"..." Ruby was silent.



"...?" Esther looked curiously at Ruby's response. She knew that
Victor was special, he was someone who possessed the rare blood,
the Golden Blood, but she didn't know what kind of benefits it gave a
vampire.

After all, for vampires, someone who had Golden Blood only
served as food, and never in history had a human who had Golden
Blood been turned into a vampire.

Not that she knows, at least...

But...

'A human who is turned into a vampire is supposed to become a
slave vampire, but this man somehow broke that rule and became a
noble vampire. That's interesting, an interesting subject indeed.'
Despite being a businesswoman, she was still a witch, and witches
were always after new knowledge.

"To be honest... I don't know... Gods originally have a high
resistance to this type of attack, they can only be influenced by other
gods of the same divinity level or higher."

"...." Victor was silent; this was not good.

"If my mother were here, she could tell us something, but..." She
made an annoyed face.

"That'll be a long shot for us, huh?" Victor spoke.

"Yes." She couldn't deny Victor's words.

"...." A silence fell on the place again.

Kaguya, throughout the conversation, was silent, and she kept
watching Victor:

'He's going to explode at any moment.' She could tell by the veins
that were showing up on Victor's face.



He was angry, but he was holding back his anger.

"...Did the air get warmer?" Esther spoke in a strange tone, she
hadn't noticed before, but she was getting sweaty, so she looked at
the air conditioner she had in the office and saw that it was on 16!

And yet, she was sweating?

There was only one explanation...

She looked at Victor:

Seeing his current state, she thought; 'Interesting, do the powers
of the Count families influence him too? Is that why he's so
unpredictable?'

"Darling, calm down." Ruby spoke in a cold tone.

"..." He looked at Ruby with dark eyes like a black hole:

"I'm getting a bad feeling, Ruby-."

"I know, but nothing will happen to the girls. Remember, my mom
is there, and so is Natashia."

"..." Hearing about Scathach and Natashia, Victor's heart began
to calm down.

Victor had fought Natashia before, and she was strong... Insanely
strong, and that wasn't even her final form.

Natasha's personality was her flaw, and she was 'weak' in that
state.

But now, with her true personality, she is much stronger than
before.

Scathach goes without saying, the woman is his master, and the
strongest female vampire in the world.



"Right... You're right..."

The air around Victor began to lighten as his eyes stopped
glowing dangerously and took on a cold glow.

Now, the air around him started to get colder.

"...He's so bipolar... Now he's too cold." Esther turned off the air
conditioning.

"...." Victor and Ruby were silent and did not answer the woman.

Victor looked at Kaguya:

"My Maid."

"Yes, master."

"Take care of my mother and my father."

"..." Kaguya made a strange face, and soon she understood
something:

"Master made his decision?"

"Yes." Victor got up from where he was.

"I will go to see this goddess."

"Darling-."

"Ruby." Victor spoke the name of the red-haired woman as he
walked over to her and held her face with both of his hands:

"No matter what happens, my love for you will not diminish, and
know that if something happens, it is not because of my will." Victor's
eyes looked like they would suck Ruby into an endless abyss.

"...Darling..."



"Don't worry, you know me, if something happens and I don't like
it, I'll hold a grudge about it..." Then, his face went completely dark,
and only his eyes and big distorted smile were visible:

"And I will definitely visit this bitch in the future."

"!!!" Ruby's entire body trembled as she sensed Victor's intent:

"Are you going to kill a god?" Not even her mother was able to do
that. After all, they were essentially immortal, so to kill a god, you'd
have to destroy their divine soul.

"..." Victor just remained with his smile, and soon he turned and
looked at Esther, and his face had already returned to normal:

"Witch, give me the location of this goddess."

"Sure." Esther was quick to work, she lightly touched the table,
and soon a green magic symbol appeared where she had touched it,
while slowly this magic symbol started to grow.

And a cell phone appeared...

"Another cell phone..." He remembered that June gave him a cell
phone too, which didn't work! The device was rubbish! Can't connect
when needed!

"What do you think would show up? A medieval map or
something? We must modernize."

"..." Victor was silent while he just looked at the woman with a
neutral gaze.

"Tsk, you are no fun." She pouted.

"Anyway, this phone has the location of the goddess, just open
Google Maps."

"..." He looked at the woman with a look that said, 'are you



serious?'

"What?" Esther didn't understand the man's gaze.

"Why Google?"

"I mean, why not google?" She replied and then continued, "It's a
tool created by humans, and it's quite convenient."

"… whatever." Victor gave up trying to understand. Was he
honestly expecting something more like a crystal ball or something?

'Come to think of it, Natalia uses a crystal ball when she wants to
spy on someone.' Victor thought.

Victor took the cell phone and put it in his pocket:

"Darling, I'll-."

"You are not going."

"..." Ruby narrowed her eyes.

"I'm sorry but... You're the only one who's here with me. If I lose
you too, I... I..." His voice at the end started to sound static and
distorted.

It made Ruby and Esther shiver, and even Kaguya felt a chill
down her spine.

"D-Darling?" Ruby stuttered a little.

Victor touched his face to hers:

"Just stay here safe, okay? Please?" For a moment, Kaguya and
Esther could see that he was basically on the verge of begging.

Feeling the 'fear' inside of their connection, Ruby flashed a gentle
little smile:



"Don't worry, Darling. I will be here, and I will be fine."

"...Thanks." He flashed a small smile.

Rumble, Rumble.

Victor's body began to be covered by lightning, "I'll be back soon."
The moment he said that, he disappeared, leaving streaks of lightning
through the air.

When Victor left, Ruby was silent. She looked down as thousands
of thoughts started going through her head, and while she was in that
state, she spoke in a cold tone:

"Esther, forget what you saw today." She didn't want anyone to
see that 'state' of Victor.

Esther, who was watching everything in silence, just said,
"Sure..." She felt that if she didn't respond positively, something
terrible would happen to her.

'Ugh, this crazy couple! What did I get myself into!?' She felt like
she was walking on a precipice, and if she did something wrong, she
would disappear from existence.

'I curse my younger self who decided to listen to this bitch.' She
regretted her fate.

"I will be back." Kaguya suddenly spoke up.

"Take care of Victor's family."

"That is obvious."

"And... I will train the Maids, more intensely." Kaguya had a
feeling that Victor was going to need them more than she initially
thought.

And she couldn't be in two places at once, so she needed more



hands.

"That is a good idea." Ruby said:

"Just don't overdo it with Eve... The girl is..."

"I know, I was present when master recruited her."

"Oh, I forgot about that..." Ruby said.

"I will go now." Kaguya turned and walked towards the exit.

Looking at Kaguya's back, Ruby said, "Be careful out there... After
all, you're important to Victor too."

"... I know." She flashed a gentle little smile. It's a shame no one
saw that smile.

.

.

.

....
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Chapter7 Chapter 247: The Goddess
Aphrodite. 2

Chapter 247: The Goddess Aphrodite. 2

Inside an excessively large mansion, which looked like it was
decorated with a Greek culture theme,

A woman was looking at a man in a suit who was kneeling on the
floor.

"Belial, I've told you a thousand times, I will not be your wife." She
spoke in a tired tone.

Belial looked at the woman with desire shining deep in his eyes.

She was beautiful... Beautiful was an understatement to describe
how beautiful the woman was.

She was wearing a Greek dress and had long pink hair that
reached down to the floor, pink eyes, perfectly shaped full breasts, a
little slender waist, a very modest and pert ass.

The woman crossed her legs, and he could see her legs jiggle.

"But… I'm Belial, you know? One of the 72 demons-."

"Shut up." She spoke in a dry tone, but despite having spoken like
that, she still looked very beautiful to the man.

"I've told you a thousand times, I don't sleep with demons. Their
energy disgusts me." She spoke with disgust.

"I wasn't talking about that... I just want to-" The Man tried to
justify himself.



The woman rolled her eyes, "Belial, how old do you think I am?
Before humanity was even born, I was already alive, your words don't
work on me."

"You came here looking for only one thing." She flashed a small
smile.

But to the man, that smile looked like a loving smile.

"You came looking for my body."

"This is not true!" The man felt unjustified. Of course, he didn't
come here to this place just to have sex with the goddess of beauty.

"Yes, Yes. Of course, it isn't, look at my face that believes you."
She spoke in disdain.

Her eyes glowed pink a little:

"I don't sleep with demons, that's been my rule since that Bitch
created her race. Your efforts are useless."

"..." Belial narrowed his eyes. He didn't like what the woman said
at all. Whether she was the goddess of beauty or not, she can't talk
like that about their creator!

"Don't talk about Lilith-."

"Huh? Will you scold me?" Her eyes gleamed a little brighter, she
flashed a 'loving' smile, and the man lost all his motivation.

"... Of course not." He spoke with a slightly red face.

Her face became serious as she crossed her legs again, "I have
rules, I only sleep with men I handpicked, and everything about you
disgusts me. It's no use faking your appearance, I can see the real
you, a disgusting being with disgusting energy."

"Ugh… What was that woman thinking about creating disgusting



beings like you? If I could, I would have eliminated all demons from
the face of this world."

Although she was saying things that could be considered
offensive to the demons, Belial didn't feel irritated...

In fact, he was glad she was looking at him.

'... Well, he was Charmed again.' She flashed a sneer, she didn't
even need to raise her energy to the max, and the demon in front of
her was already caught in her Charm.

Snap.

"!!!?"

She snapped her finger, and the man snapped back to reality.

"Go away, this is the last time I allow you into my residence, next
time you come... know it will be your last."

Realizing that he fell for Charm again, he got angry; 'This power
of hers is irritating. If it weren't for that, this bitch would already have
been mine.'

For a demon who is considered the 'sin' of humanity, Aphrodite
was perfect for him. She was the oldest 'whore' in the world, and only
a woman of that level could be worthy of being his 'queen'.

But this bitch has a very irritating power! And he can't make her
submit because even though she's a 'whore', she was still a goddess.

A strong goddess, a goddess who was born from the balls of the
father of Chronos, the titan of time, she is strong... even if she is not a
combat goddess.

In a way, she is also considered a titan because of her special
status. After all, she was born from the energy of Uranus, the first king
of Olympus.



[A/N: Aphrodite has two versions, I'm using the version she was
born from Uranus. Yes, I'm also mixing the events of the two versions
of her a little bit to suit the story]

Rumble, Rumble.

"...?" Belial and Aphrodite looked out the window and noticed that
clouds had started to form in the sky, and the sunny weather had
started to turn into rainy weather.

"Tsk, is it Zeus? Or Thor?" He looked at Aphrodite.

"Which of your lovers did you call?"

"...You fucking demon, I don't have lovers." She spoke the truth,
she only slept with men she handpicked, but she didn't get into a
relationship with them for a long time.

"And who wants to sleep with Zeus? That motherfucker dared to
force me to marry that shit Hephaestus." She still had a grudge
against Zeus for this. Does he dare imprison the goddess of beauty?

The goddess of beauty is free! She does what she wants!

"So it's Thor?" The man narrowed his eyes.

"...Thor, he's been busy trying not to die from the werewolf king's
pet."

"...Huh? Has Fenrir allied with someone?" He opened his eyes
wide, he thought he was hearing bullshit from the woman, but he knew
the information network of an ancient god, like Aphrodite, was as big
as the size of her pussy hole.

"How?" To the devil, this was unthinkable.

"And why should I tell you? Why don't you ask the wolf?" She
flashed a small smile.



The demon found that smile dazzling, but he wasn't crazy to
approach Fenrir. He didn't want to be devoured by the wolf that was
described as the wolf of Ragnarok.

Rumble!

Everyone heard a crash of lightning falling nearby, and in the
blink of an eye, a man appeared in the room.

He was tall, had short black hair, blood-red eyes, and had an aura
of confidence exuding around him.

"A vampire?" Belial turned away without understanding. He didn't
expect to see this race here.

"...Oh." The woman seemed to know the man in front of her. 'He
has grown splendidly since the last time I saw him.' She flashed a
gentle smile.

"..." Victor looked at the woman.

'Badump, Badump.' He felt his heart pound, and for a few
seconds, he could see Violet's appearance, Sasha's, and even
Scathach's appearance on her.

'...I see, I understand now why everyone is Charmed by her...' As
the personification of beauty and love, any being will see their 'love' or
their 'ideal' of beauty in her.

In the case of Victor, he could see his wives, only in a more
beautiful way?

Not even he could understand why he had these feelings.

'That woman is not them.' Victor was convinced of that. He wasn't
here for jokes, he wanted to know something, and he would
immediately leave.

'Staying here is dangerous.' All his instincts warned him of this,



that the woman in front of him was dangerous.

In a completely different sense.

She is strong? Yes, he could tell that too, she was incredibly
strong.

But the problem was her beauty.

Victor looked at Belial:

"My name is Alucard, who are you?"

"... Alucard? The new vampire count?" The demon touched his
face and began to think, remembering the information he'd gotten by
chance about the new vampire.

"..." Victor was silent and waited for the man.

"My name is Belial, one of the 72 Dukes of Hell."

"Oh... Cool."

"..." Belial narrowed his eyes. What was this lack of reaction?
He's a duke of hell, you know? He'd expected more of a fearful
reaction, not this indifferent reaction.

'Oh, doesn't he know who I am? The new count is certainly
ignorant of the supernatural world, so he doesn't know me.' He had
high self-esteem.

Victor only introduced himself out of politeness. He had no
interest in the man, he had more important things to do:

The word 'hell' didn't even register in his mind. He was too
focused on his goal as he looked at the woman.

badump, Badump.



Again his heart began to beat madly, but he managed to remain
calm:

"Goddess Aphrodite, my name is Alucard, I came here seeking a
request." He was respectful.

"Oh? Of course, what do you want to know?" She responded
quite positively, and that surprised Victor a little.

"...?" He didn't understand, wasn't that very easy? But he wasn't
going to waste this chance.

"I want to know-" As he was about to ask his question, the two of
them heard someone speak.

"Hey." Belial called out to Victor.

Victor looked at Belial with a neutral gaze, but inside he was a
little irritated by the man's meddling. Couldn't he just shut up and let
him solve his problems?

"Alucard, I hear you're a disciple of Scathach. You can introduce
me to that bitch, I hear she has an amazing body-." The man didn't
even have time to finish what he was going to say when he felt his
instincts screaming for danger, but it was too late.

Victor suddenly appeared in front of the demon, while his whole
face turned into pure darkness, his eyes were glowing blood red.

The whole place was covered in dark energy.

Rumble, Rumble.

Lightning sounds were heard.

"Hey, Hey, don't get so angry, it's just a question." He didn't seem
intimidated by the man's presence.

"And what is this energy? You look more like us than a vampire-."



He was going to say something, but his whole body suddenly started
to show cuts.

By the time the lightning was heard, Victor had already
approached Belial, and when he got close to the demon, he created a
blood dagger that was covered by the lightning's power and slashed
Belial, 10 times, 100 times, hundreds of thousands of times.

Belial's body didn't even register what happened because it was
just too fast...

He held Belial's head, and his hand began to discharge a large
amount of electricity:

"Piece of shit, who do you think you're talking about?"

Suddenly.

BOOOOOOOOOM!

The demon's head exploded into thousands of pieces.

Belial really caught Victor at a bad time, he was entirely in a bad
mood, rushed, and cautious, and this demon decided to insult
Scathach in front of Victor. What did he expect would happen?

That he would stand by and let Scathach be insulted? Huh?

That's not Victor's way of doing things.

And as he realized that the man was stronger than him, he
decided to attack first. After all, it was a universal rule. Whoever
attacks first wins.

Blood covered Victor's entire body, but the man didn't care and
just looked at Aphrodite.

...



Hell.

A gigantic being with big horns and wings, the being looked like a
mixture of several weird species as he looked at the floor of his throne
with a strange look.

"He just killed me…?"

"How? Even if I was in a human body, I should still be immortal."

Belial tried to access the soul he was using and suddenly realized
something:

"The Soul disappeared?"

"Huh? How did he do it?" The demon didn't understand anything,
but... He knew something.

"Does he dare attack me? I, Belial!?" The being's face distorted in
rage.

'...Aphrodite was interested...' When he thought about it, his body
gave off a red aura.

"This motherfucker is going to get her 'love'." And that seemed to
make him angrier than losing his 'body' on Earth, or being insulted by
the man.

He raised his big hand, and then a human soul appeared:

"Tsk, this one isn't as pretty as the other shell, but it will do." The
being's eyes began to glow red.

...

"... Gulp." She swallowed a little when she saw the man's state.

A tall man, covered in the blood of enemies, a confident and
courageous man, a mighty warrior!



Exactly the kind she liked!

'Ah~... He's really grown up splendidly...' Her eyes started to glow
pink a little, but quickly stopped glowing; 'Wait, wait, I can't. Calm
down, Aphrodite, first listen to what he has to say.'

"..." Victor didn't notice Aphrodite's change, considering the
woman just kept looking at everything with an interested look.

But... Victor felt the danger increase, and he decided to ask the
damn question right away:

"Goddess Aphrodite, do you know why the Nightingale gates are
closed?"

"Huh?" She made a strange expression, "Are the gates of that
world closed? Give me a second." She took out a cell phone that was
hidden in her breasts and dialed a number:

"Aphrodite?"

"Hi, hi, Kairos, how are you buddy?" Aphrodite spoke as if she
were a teenager.

"I'm fine, thank you. What do you want?" Kairos, the god of
opportune 'time' spoke in a dry tone

"It's no big deal, can you check Nightingale for me?" Aphrodite.

"Vlad's kingdom?" Kairos.

"Yes." Aphrodite.

"Sure, give me a sec, I just need to make a call to a friend of
mine." Kairos.

"Oh, speaking of her, how is she?" Aphrodite.

"She's still doing her tedious job of preserving the present."



Kairos.

"I see... And how are her sisters?" Aphrodite.

"They are the same as they always were, standing in the same
place trying to preserve the past and the future." Kairos replied with
the same dry tone, but this time it contained a little sadness.

"Ugh, can't they go out and have some fun?" Aphrodite
complained.

"Of course not. If she does that, the entire past, present, and
future of beings from her mythology will literally fall apart." Kairos
replied as if it were something obvious.

"Meh, who cares? It's boring to stand in one place for thousands
of years." Aphrodite didn't seem to mind.

"Well, that I can agree with you." Kairos.

"..." Victor narrowed his eyes a little. Isn't this woman just
gossiping?

'And why does she look so beautiful doing something so simple?'
Victor bit his tongue hard to wake him up from his stupor.

'Fuck, woman stop gossiping and tell me what I want to know!'
Staying longer here is dangerous!

Realizing that she was gossiping too much, she said, "Anyway, let
me know as soon as you know something."

"Sure, soon, I'll give you an answer." Kairos spoke.

"Bye Bye." Aphrodite said goodbye as she hung up the phone
and looked at Victor.

.



.

.

.

An awkward silence fell over the place since Victor didn't want to
talk to the goddess.

But the social goddess did not like to be silent:

"Let's talk?"

"... How about no?" He didn't want to talk to her, Victor's body
started to heat up, and soon all the blood evaporated from his body.

"...Mooh, I'm helping you. How about answering some of my
questions?"

'Are you a cow, woman?' Victor really wanted to say this now.

She had a point. She is helping him, and it doesn't hurt to answer
a few questions:

"Fine, but I won't answer anything I don't want to... And the limit
for questions is three."

"Of course, of course... But you must answer honestly, I'll know if
you're lying." She flashed a sly smile.

"...Fine."

.....
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Chapter8 Chapter 248: The Mistake of the
Goddess of Love.

[A/N: I stopped by to inform you that the next illustration that will
be done is by Ruby Scarlett, thank you all for your support!]

...

Looking at the man who was showing an indifferent and neutral
attitude, the goddess's smile widened a little, she was tempted to use
her Charm to see how the man would react, but she held back those
playful feelings out of respect for a friend of hers.

"First question"

"..." Victor looked at the woman and waited for her question, but
inside he was:

'Kairas, kiro, kira, whatever, are you going to be long? Hurry,
Hurry, Hurry! Call the woman and tell her the information! So she can
tell me and I to get out of this place!'

"Why did you attack that man?"

"... Huh?" Victor's brain seemed to short-circuit and stop working.

Thinking he misheard, the woman spoke in a louder, easier to
understand tone, "My first question is, why did you attack that man?"

"...." Victor continued silently... To be honest, he expected the
woman to ask a more personal question...

He definitely didn't expect that kind of question from the woman,
but by no means was he sad about it!

"It's simple, he insulted my master in front of me." He spoke in a



cold tone.

"…Do you know who he is?" she asked in a curious tone.

"It does not matter."

"Oh?"

Victor clenches his fist, and the magical symbols on his glove
begin to glow brightly, "No matter who he is, no matter what hole he
came out of, insulting my master in front of me, there's only one fate..."
Victor's smile grew distorted:

"Death."

"!!!" Aphrodite opened her eyes wide, her eyes slightly glowing
pink, while she seemed to be seeing something beyond the
comprehension of mere mortals.

Gulp.

The woman visibly swallowed and crossed her legs sensually as
she adjusted her posture and said:

"I see..." Her legs felt like they were shaking a little.

"Just to let you know, that man was Belial, one of the 72 Demon
Dukes of Hell.

"...?" Victor didn't understand why she was saying that.

'And does hell really exist?' Now that he was paying more
attention, he could understand this information.

'...Hmm, if Gods exist, then hell should exist, right?' He felt that
was kind of obvious.

Seeing that Victor was thinking deeply, she added:



"Oh, don't mind the hierarchy of hell. That place is a total mess,
and, in the end, the most important beings are the two kings of hell.
The 72 dukes are just powerful demons who call themselves dukes to
grow their ego a little bit, in the big picture, they are unimportant."

"....'

"Oh, but the 72 dukes do command hundreds and thousands of
demons, and I think it's because of that they call themselves dukes?"
Aphrodite was thinking, and then she's like, "Meh, who cares."

"...." This woman likes to talk, huh? Victor can't help but think as
he remains silent.

.

.

.

.

An awkward silence fell over the place, and the social goddess
looked at the man with an annoyed look:

"Why are you so quiet?"

"…is that your second question?"

"..." The woman's gaze narrowed a little, and her mood turned a
little bad:

"Tell me why you're so wary of my presence. That's my second
question."

"..." Victor looked into the woman's pink eyes and spoke in a dry,
brutally honest tone:

"I hate the fact that you can turn me into a horny dog at any time."



"..." She flashed a small smile.

"I hate the fact that your existence reminds me of my wives, and
more importantly..."

Aphrodite's mood suddenly turned sour when she heard the word
'wife'.

"I'm dealing with a goddess, I have to be cautious."

Aphrodite's pink eyes seemed to glow for a few seconds, and she
said:

"... The first two are true, but the last one is a lie."

"...." Victor's eyes narrowed a little, he didn't lie, but he didn't tell
the whole truth either. If I'm going to specify what he said, he just
omitted some information, and that's not a lie.

"It's useless to lie to me."

"…For the first time, I discovered that I hate dealing with
opponents like you." This time, he spoke the truth.

"...?" Aphrodite didn't understand:

"Opponents who can manipulate the individual's will in the blink of
an eye are the most troublesome." That was Victor's honest opinion.

He hasn't had that much trouble so far because his natural
resistance as a Night King kept him from being manipulated, but
against beings that are the embodiment of a 'concept' that resistance
is useless.

"..." Aphrodite narrowed her eyes as she assumed an annoyed
expression, rested her head on her hand, and spoke:

"I don't understand... Why are you treating me like an 'opponent'?
Haven't we just met?"



"..." Victor was silent.

Aphrodite seemed to think for a while, and then she spoke with a
sneering face, "I get it now, you heard about me, huh?"

"..." Victor's facial expression didn't change, as he remained in a
neutral state and on alert.

"Probably, from some woman, you must have heard the 'rumors'
of me and were wary of it." Being cautious when meeting a god is
common enough, Aphrodite understood that, but this man, he already
seemed to come to this place with a prejudice pre-established

He had already marked the woman as 'dangerous' because of
information he received from another individual.

Aphrodite could easily understand this, considering it wasn't the
first time this had happened in her long existence.

This happened many times, and gods who didn't even know her
personally already came to visit her with a pre-established thought in
their minds.

"I am not your enemy, Alucard." She spoke in a neutral tone.

"That's not for you to decide."

"Yes, it is."

"Because..." Her eyes started to glow pink as a strange pressure
started to leave her body, and a pink aura started to spread around
her.

Victor felt the 'world' fall on top of him.

"If I decided you were my enemy, you wouldn't even set foot in
this place."

Crack, Crack.



The ground around Victor began to break.

But even though he was feeling the goddess's aura... It didn't
affect him, why?

'It's a little weaker than Scathach.' He judged the woman to be on
par with or close to Scathach, and she didn't seem to be using her full
strength.

'She is strong.' Normally, this would put a smile on Victor's face,
but something strange started happening in Victor's body.

His body started to get hot, the tent started to be pitched, and he
started to get excited. When this information registered in his head,
without wasting any more time, he immediately made a move:

He creates an ice stake and pierces his head.

"Eh...?" The goddess was taken by surprise.

And then his body fell to the ground.

"...." Aphrodite looked at this with an incredulous expression.

She took the pressure off him and looked at the body with a
neutral gaze. Honestly, she just wanted him to understand that she
wasn't his enemy, but how did that happen?

Victor's hands gave a sign of Life, and as soon as his
regeneration began to take effect, he stood up and looked at the
woman with eyes as dark as a black hole:

His mood was at its worst now, but even in that state, he hadn't
done anything yet, he'd come here with a goal in mind, and he hadn't
forgotten about it.

Looking into the gaze of the man in front of her, Aphrodite
understood that she had pushed the wrong buttons if, before, the man
had been cautious and with a prejudice in mind about her.



Now, he's become entirely hostile, and she can clearly
understand that the reason he didn't do anything was that he needed
the information she could offer.

'Tsk, annoying.' Now, even Aphrodite was irritated. She didn't
want things to turn out like this, and she didn't like the way that man
was looking at her at all.

Noticing the silence in the place, she said, "Next question."

"...." Victor cracks his neck a little and continues watching the
woman with a dead look and a cold stare:

"…What do you think of me now?" She was a little curious.

"Nothing."

"Huh?"

"I need something, and you have this something. When I get that
something, I'll be gone, just that, nothing more and nothing less." He
spoke the truth in the face of Aphrodite's question. The woman asked,
what does he think of her 'NOW', and those were his honest thoughts.

"..." Aphrodite felt it was true, but at the same time, there was a
small lie.

"... Hmm." She touches her cheek with her finger, and assumes a
cute expression:

"What if I refuse to give you what you want?"

Victor narrowed his eyes a little, but soon he replied, "Nothing will
happen."

"I'll just leave." Victor was tired of dealing with this troubled
woman. If she didn't give him what he wanted, he would just walk
away, he wouldn't beg or anything like that, and he would just try to
find out what happened another way. In the end, there were several



options for him, and he just chose to visit this woman because it was
the quickest option.

"....." A silence fell over the place.

This silence lasted for a few minutes, something Victor was very
grateful for since he didn't want to talk to the woman anymore.

Suddenly, the phone ringing starts to be heard.

Aphrodite takes her cell phone and puts it to her ear:

This time, Victor tried to hear their conversation, but for some
reason, he couldn't hear anything even with his senses.

"I see."

"Okay, thanks, Keiros."

"You're welcome." The man hangs up the phone.

Aphrodite keeps looking at Victor and says:

"The king of vampires, Vlad Dracula Tepes, has closed his world,
no one can enter, and no one can leave."

'Vlad…' Victor's black hole eyes glowed with a spark of blood-red
color.

"At the same time he closed the passage to his world, he also
altered the Nightingale's time apparently, that place has time running
slower now." She tossed her long pink hair back and spoke in an
impressed tone:

"The power of that Clan is certainly enviable, he did something
that only gods like Kronos can do-..." She stopped talking when she
saw that Victor was already far away, "Hey!" She gets up from where
she was.



"Thanks for the information, Goddess Aphrodite." Victor said as
he walked towards the exit. His mother always taught him to be 'polite'
with those who help you, even if you can't stand the existence of that
person.

It's just how society works.

Victor opens the door and closes it.

"...."

A silence fell in the place, and soon the woman sat down in the
chair.

"Sigh..." She sighed visibly, a melancholy expression appearing
on the woman's face.

'It's hard to try to get along with someone who's been defensive
from the start... I shouldn't have done that either. It just made it worse.'
She was reflecting on what she had done.

Unlike other people, she wanted to get along with the man, not in
a sexual sense... I mean, if possible, also in a sexual sense, but that's
not the point.

The man was the son of her only friend in the human world, so
she wanted to get along with him.

"Well, at least... Did I pay my debt to you, Anna?"

'...I feel that in my other form, I'll have a better chance than in this
form...' She thought as her body slowly began to change.

Her long pink hair disappears, the 'divine' body that can be
described as 'perfect' becomes more 'normal' as far as the beauty
goddess's tastes go.

And then a woman with long blonde hair, with a curvy body, was
seen: 'I'm going to visit my friend, I haven't seen her for a few months.'



She thought as pink light covered her body and she disappeared.

...

Outside Aphrodite's house, Victor encounters someone, a tall,
muscular man with golden hair that has clearly been dyed the wrong
way.

He looked like any thug, but Victor knew who he was.

'He's alive, huh?' Victor narrowed his eyes as he realized it wasn't
that easy to kill a demon.

Victor takes a step and appears in front of the man as he touches
the man's shoulder:

"Piece of shit-."

"Belial, Duke of Hell, one of the big 72 demons who runs the
whole damn thing."

"...Oh?"

Victor assumed a gentle smile that was emptier than his wallet
these days:

"I, Count Alucard, come here and tell you..."

"You are a lucky man."

"…Eh?"

"The goddess of beauty, Aphrodite. Just said she likes you, isn't
that amazing?"

"What-." Belial assumed an expression of disbelief, and when he
was about to say something, Victor said:

"Yes, Yes. Believe me, I never lie. She said to me in a loud and



clear tone,"

"I like that demon, I can't be with you."

"..." Belial's brain seemed to stop working, and he just kept
listening to Victor.

"It hurts me to be rejected by the goddess of beauty, but you
know, in a man's life, rejection is a symbol of perseverance. So I won't
worry, and I'll just look for another goddess of beauty." He made a
disappointed expression.

"But!" Victor placed his other hand on Belial's shoulder:

"I'm rooting for you." Victor's eyes glowed blood-red:

"Give your love to the goddess of beauty! She will love you in
return!"

"..." Belial's body shook a little as his eyes lost life for a few
seconds but quickly recovered.

"Really? Did she really say that about me?" Belial was in disbelief.

"Of course, I never lie." Victor flashed an honest smile.

'Tsk, I can't control him... But at least, I put a suggestion in this
motherfucker's brain.'

Victor lets go of Belial's shoulder and says, "I'm rooting for you,
Buddy! Go and conquer the oldest milf in the world!"

"Ohhhh... OHHHHHH, I WILL!" He started to get excited!

Victor nods, satisfied, and he turns his back to the man and walks
a little distance, as his body starts to be covered by lightning.

Rumble, Rumble. As if he were a golden rocket, he shoots
towards the sky.



He looks a little at the goddess's mansion and thinks; 'I hope I
never go back to this place, this place disgusts me.' When Victor felt
that pink power entering his body, he felt his whole body reject that
energy. It was disgusting, it was awful, and he felt like throwing up.

He would rather die than feel that energy again.

And mostly, he hated to 'see' his wives in that woman. Just
thinking about it, his whole heart darkens, and he feels like erasing
this 'annoyance'.

If I'm going to put into words what Victor is feeling right now, it's
basically the same thing Violet and the girls feel when they see Victor
with another woman they don't know.

A deep hate.

'Forget it, Victor. I will no longer see this goddess anyway.' This
wasn't the time to be thinking, 'I need to see Ruby.' arriving at a
considerable height, he changes direction to another place.

BOOOOOOOOM, BOOOOOOOOM, BOOOOOM.

Sonic blast sounds were heard all around.

.

.

.

.

.....
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Chapter9 Chapter 249: Alucard has become an
expert in causing chaos.

"Alucard, you are still an irritating being, as always."

Looking at the minion's face, suddenly, "HAHAHAHA~" Victor's
laugh was heard everywhere, it was a very different laugh from his
usual one, it was more... Crazy?

Not that his laugh wasn't crazy enough already, but something felt
more 'evil'.

At least that was Sasha and Violet's impression.

"..." Veins started popping on the minion's face, and it was pretty
obvious that he was furious.

Victor stopped laughing and spoke with a big smile on his face,
"Looks like you haven't solved your problem yet, have you?"

"And whose fault do you think it is!?"

"Because of you, I have become impotent!"

"... Pfft." Pepper almost burst out laughing, but she held back.

"Hmm?" The demon would look at whoever was laughing at him,
but Victor held the Minion's face.

"Oh?" Victor squeezed the minion's face a little to keep him from
looking elsewhere.

"I wonder if I'm really to blame for this."

"Of course you are, if it weren't for you, Aphrodite wouldn't have
cursed me helplessly!"



Goddess Aphrodite, the goddess of love and physical beauty, but
she also has one more divinity... The goddess of sex.

One of the most worshiped goddesses in ancient Greece.

Now, what does this have to do with Belial's problem?

It's simple. Just like love and physical beauty, she is the
personification of sex, that is, she can control all aspects of sexual
intercourse.

And that means she can 'curse' any being to have no sexual
desires, rendering it impotent for life.

And that's what happened to Belial.

He became a eunuch.

The devil bothered the goddess so much that the woman couldn't
take it anymore and took the man's masculinity...

... What a terrible goddess...

"And...?" Victor flashed a disdainful face, "Who says that is my
problem?"

Belial's eyes turned as dark as night, obviously, he didn't like
Victor's answer at all.

An evil pressure started to come out of the minion's body. It was
Belial's raw power, but unfortunately, the minion wasn't capable of
holding that much power, and the lesser demon's body was giving
away.

"Not only leaving me like this, but also interfering in hell's
affairs..." Belial's voice started to become distorted.

"I haven't forgotten about that incident, Alucard. You have
interfered too much in hell, and that debt will be paid."



"..." Scathach and Natashia narrowed their eyes when they heard
the word 'debt'. They know that demons take contracts very seriously,
and for Belial to be saying this, Victor must have made a contract with
some demon? And he broke that contract?

Questions began to pop into the two older women's heads, but
they had no answers.

"Oh? A big demon terrorizing a little girl, is that what you call
debt?" Victor's eyes glowed blood red.

Six months ago, in Victor's perception, he was walking around
Greece looking for a way to invade Nightingale, and he came across
the scene of a demon chasing a little girl. Despite being a vampire and
having questionable morals, he is only like that for whoever attacks
him, so he wouldn't ignore this scene if he could intervene.

And that's what he did, he intervened, and it got him into trouble.

"...By saving that little girl, you've put a huge target on her back,
our king won't like that at all."

"I don't give a fuck."

"Your king can go and sit on Zeus' lap, I bet he would like it." He
flashed a meaningful smile.

"..." Eleanor, Lacus, and Siena opened their mouths in shock.

'This man, he really has a knack for making enemies, huh? Now
he's even putting Zeus in the middle.'

"...You-." Belial looked like he was going to say something, but
Victor started squeezing the Minion's head harder.

"Hey~..." Victor's smile grew.

"..." Belial felt a bad feeling about that smile.



"Since we met six months ago in Greece, I have always
wondered something." Victor glanced at Kaguya.

Kaguya nods and pulls something out of his shadows. It was the
head of an entirely red being.

Precisely, the head of a demon.

Victor took the demon's head and showed it to Belial.

"!!!" Belial opened his eyes wide when he saw that head, all of his
aura disappeared, and a dull mood descended around him.

His smile grew widely:

"Can demons cry?"

"̷A̷L̷U̷C̷A̷R̷D̷!"

Crack, Crack, Crack.

Just with his voice alone, he seemed to distort all the space
around him from his fury!

This man not only left him impotent and got in the way of his
king's plans, which consequently the responsibility fell on Belial, and to
make matters worse, he did this...

He killed his heir.

"Hiii..." Pepper hid behind the sisters.

"I searched hard, I had to visit a dozen witches specializing in
your race, but I managed to find him..."

"And unsurprisingly, just like his father, he was a piece of shit."

"You will pay for this."



"Blah, blah, blah."

"..." The pressure around Belial seemed to grow even more.

"From the moment I interfered with your plans in Greece, I knew
this would happen, I just attacked first." Victor cleans his ear out and
flashes a small smile, "Just like my master taught me, attack first and
ask questions later."

"...." All the women looked at Scathach.

"Eh...? I didn't teach that." She made a confused face.

"...." Everyone just looked at the woman with a dry look; clearly,
no one believed her.

"War, it's inevitable." Sounds of bones breaking were heard all
around:

"I'll see you in hell, motherfucker."

CRACK!

Victor crushed the minion's head, and all of Belial's pressure
disappeared.

"..." As if a supernatural creature had cut the sound off the place,
an uncomfortable silence fell around them.

The women kept looking at Victor, and several thoughts were
going through their heads, but the main one was:

'He became more cruel'.

And that was inevitable. Being away from his wives for 1 year
meant he lost his shackles, and the only one keeping him sane was
Ruby, but the woman couldn't be in several places at the same time,
and she needed to train too.



Just as Victor has been training all this year nonstop, Ruby has
done the same.

But on the rare times that Victor went out somewhere, Ruby
wasn't there.

That is, he was alone, and an Alucard alone is never a good thing
for other individuals.

Seriously... He caused more chaos than Violet and Sasha
combined.

"..." Ruby looked at Victor silently as several emotions passed
through her heart now.

When Victor said, 'I will go on a night walk.' Ruby knew someone
was going to die that night.

And he always did that when he got bored of training alone. He'd
take his Maids and go somewhere.

As if death were walking in the moonlight, he took his Maids and
caused chaos wherever he went.

Ironically, the only people he killed were the people he thought
were 'bad', and as part of Victor's morality is still that of a normal
human,  the ones who died were usually criminals, rapists, and
vampires who preyed on the weak.

In the literal sense, he was like an 'anti-hero' who walked only at
night.

Though his methods were... bloody.

And before she knew it, Roberta was also part of the 'maids' of
the group.

From what Victor explained to her, Roberta wanted revenge
against the gods, and as Victor 'provoked' the goddess Aphrodite in



Roberta's perception, the woman wanted to join him.

Ruby doesn't know the exact details about Roberta's revenge
since Victor didn't tell the details, he said it was something personal to
the woman, and she would tell Ruby if she chose.

It wasn't like he was keeping it a secret. He just respected his
new Maid's wishes.

"Natalia."

"!!!?" The woman was startled when she was suddenly called by
Victor.

"Get over here."

"Y-Yes!" She felt a little embarrassed that she was stuttering, but
it was inevitable since she didn't expect the man to suddenly call out
to her.

Victor says something in Natalia's ear, "Open a gate at these
coordinates."

The woman felt a shiver down her spine when she heard Victor's
voice right next to her.

But that shiver quickly turned to an icy chill as she felt the gaze of
several women on her.

When Victor finished explaining the coordinates, the woman
opened her eyes wide.

"This will use up almost all my energy..."

"You can't do it?" Victor asked in a neutral tone.

"I can, but I'm not like my father who has a high amount of
energy, this place... It's quite protected."



"Opening a large portal is literally impossible alone." Natalia
judged the mission as impossible.

"I'm not asking you to open a portal my size, I'm telling you to
open a portal about this size." Victor lifted the demon's head.

"..." Natalia looked at the demon head:

"Oh... In that case, it is possible."

"It's just a small hole, the protectors of that place should not
notice."

"Good, now... Do it."

"Okay."

"Kaguya gave me that item."

Kaguya opened her eyes a little, and she asked:

"Are you really going to do this?"

"Yes."

"Master... The reaction of the demons will be the worst possible.
Doing this is basically declaring war against King Diablo's faction."

"I don't give a fuck." Victor's eyes gleamed dangerously.

"..." The girls felt weird when they saw Victor's attitude. Normally
wouldn't he fight the man? After all, he likes to fight.

"Victor, why are you doing this?" Scathach asked curiously, she
didn't know what he was going to do, but from Kaguya's reaction, it's
going to be something that could cause a war.

Victor looks at Scathach, "Belial and his subordinates don't have
my respect. To me, they are the worst beings there are, and their



leader has clashed with me, so I will eliminate him." He made a face of
disgust as he remembered the 'vision' of what the piece of shit he was
holding did to the human world.

This piece of shit had a peculiar taste for children, and when he
finished doing his thing, he 'bathed' in their blood.

"This is not a fight anymore... This is a war, and I will do
everything to eliminate my enemy." Demons can come to the human
world and possess a human body, meaning they can use this method
to harm Victor's relatives and acquaintances.

He knows it, and because of that, their friends are always under
constant protection from Violet's vampire and dark witches that Esther
recruited in a certain incident in the past.

"...You seem to understand the meaning of war." Scathach
narrowed her eyes.

"I don't understand... I haven't personally experienced it." Victor
was honest, he knows how cruel war is, but he only knows this
through the teachings he learned in school.

He didn't personally experience it as Scathach had.

"But I understand that I can't be what I am if I go to war."

"... That's true." Scathach had nothing more to say.

Victor looked at Kaguya and extended his hand:

"...Sigh, if the master is so determined, it's not a Maid's duty to
stand in your way." Kaguya extends her hand, a dark power appears
in her hands, and soon that power disappears.

And in Kaguya's hand was a small golden cube.

"THAT IS!" Eleanor opened her eyes wide.



"How did you get this?"

"I bought it." Victor spoke as he took the item and placed it in the
demon's mouth.

"How? This item only exists in my territory, and there are no
witches there." Eleanor looked quite worried.

"I do not know. I just bought it from a witch, and it was cheap."
Don't be fooled kids, despite saying it was cheap...

The number easily reaches 7 digits, and that's just one unit.

"..." Eleanor opened her mouth wide as she couldn't believe the
bullshit she was hearing.

"Eleanor, explain what this is." Violet spoke to Eleanor.

"..." Eleanor was silent while she seemed to be thinking about
several things.

"Eleanor!" She called the woman again.

"Leave her alone... It must have been a shock to her." Ruby
spoke.

"Huh?"

"Do you know what this is?" Violet asked.

"It is clear." Victor flashed a smile.

"What is it?" Sasha asked too.

"A bomb."

"...." The two women were silent.

"My daughter, you must explain in detail. How about the little fact



that this is a bomb made from monster materials? And that its blast
radius can easily destroy a city?" Scathach spoke.

"Oh... I forgot to explain that." Ruby flashed an innocent smile.

"A bomb created with material from monsters?" Sasha looked at
her mother.

"It's a long story..." She was too lazy to explain.

A vein pops in Sasha's head, "Summarize in 30 words!"

"Ugh... Later."

"...I see, I understand now why Eleanor is so shocked..." Violet
spoke, and then her eyes widened:

"Wait, don't tell me." She looked at Victor, who completely burned
the flesh of the demon's head and left it practically unrecognizable, as
he smashed the demon's head, and soon a black ball was created.

"Where do you want the portal to appear?"

"On top of Belial Castle."

"... You are crazy."

"I call it military tactics, US generals would be proud of me." Victor
replied.

"...." Even his answers got better... Natalia felt awkward now.

"Now, do it."

"Yes, yes."

Maria points her hand forward, and soon a small portal appears:

Victor takes a deep breath several times, "Testing, testing, one,



two." Every time he spoke, his voice grew thicker.

Soon he shouts, "I, Beelzebub, declare war on BELIAL!"

"....." A deathly silence fell around them.

"You son of a bitch, you will pay for eating my wife!"

Victor makes a motion with his hand and throws the black ball into
the portal.

.

.

.

.

3 seconds pass, and everyone hears:

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!

Followed by Victor's maniacal laugh:

"HAHAHAHAHAHAAHAH~" He laughed out loud as he clapped
his hands, looking very pleased with what he did.

.....

[A/N: This end Volume 3, Volume 4 is the next episode.]

.....
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Chapter10 Chapter 250: Belial loves say the
name of... ALUCARD!

Hell, territory of Belial.

"Son of a bitch!" A gigantic being slammed his fist into the throne
he was sitting on, and his booming voice resounded throughout the
castle.

Belial had never felt so angry before in his entire existence.

A small demon with long wings and two horns appeared in front of
Belial, wearing a butler suit:

"Lord Belial, what happened!?"

Belial looked at the demon, his mood becoming a little more
neutral, but the dangerous aura continued around him, and soon he
said:

"Prepare a body for me in the human world, and call my
generals."

'I'll make him pay' Belial's eyes gleamed dangerously. Demons
were famous for returning what they received in kind, and Belial was
no different.

Alucard killed his son.

And Belial will do the same. He will kill a son of Alucard, if he
doesn't have a son, he will kill his mother, his father, any being related
to that man.

It didn't matter if their targets had only known Alucard for a few
minutes, he would kill everyone involved with the man! That's how
demons work!



An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, death for death!

He will have his revenge for his son! And for the frightening
instrument that became just a shrunken chick!

"...." The butler demon made a difficult face.

"Lord Belial... I'm afraid to say this is an impossible request. The
quality of human bodies is declining, humans aren't as healthy as they
used to be, and the best bodies are reserved for the two kings and the
dukes next to the kings. The body you lost a few months ago was one
of the best."

"..." Belial narrowed his eyes when he heard what the demon
said, he couldn't help but show an annoyed face when he heard of the
'monopoly' that the two kings were making, but he couldn't say
anything about it at all.

In hell, the rule is simple.

The strong command, and the weak obey.

Despite being one of the strongest demons, Belial was still
weaker than some demon dukes and the king himself, so he followed.

'Tsk, if that woman had a stronger fist, I wouldn't mind joining her,
but Queen Lilith is too soft.' Despite respecting the woman mentioned,
after all, she was the creator of demons, he was still a demon.

He always prioritized his desires and goals above others, and he
didn't mind betraying whoever went after those goals. That is just the
kind of creature demons are.

"We don't have enough resources to send your generals to the
human world." The butler continued.

"...What about the minions?" Belial asked since he could possess
minions as a medium and use them as a means to walk through the
human world.



'Tsk, if it wasn't for that annoying god, I wouldn't have to go
through this.'

It was a divine rule, demons cannot intervene on Earth, and there
was a 'door' that prevented the passage of these demons, and at that
door, there was a guard.

Lucifer, the first demon king and guard of hell, was responsible for
keeping demons in hell, but...

The man decided to simply take a vacation; he broke the key to
the gate in two and gave it to his most faithful 'friends'.

Lilith, the mother of demons, also known as Adam's first wife, who
rejected being 'chained' by god. She subsequently became the Queen
of an entire faction.

And Diablo, the incarnation of evil, also nicknamed 'Satan' by
mortals. Later on, he became the Demon King Diablo, who was the
leader for which Belial served.

The main objective of Diablo's faction was the control and
dominance of the human race, so he wanted war against humans!

In the end, the two leaders wanted war!

With the key to hell's gate broken, the gate itself went into a state
of instability, and 'gaps' began to appear in the gate.

And it's through these breaches that dukes and kings could send
minions into the human world.

At the time, the strongest demons were excited when they saw
the breach in the gate. They thought they could finally get out of this
boredom that is hell and wanted to go to the human world,
unfortunately... They couldn't, only low level demons could go through
the gate.



And there were two options for high level demons.

Seal your power and enter the human world with the power of a
low level demon or possess a human's body.

Sealing off their power was a big 'no' for the demons, considering
they didn't know when their friends would turn their blades on them.

So it was a general agreement that demons would possess the
bodies of humans who had just died, and, by using the human's soul
as a key, they could enter that human's body.

"...It is possible to send the boys to the human world, but you will
need the king's permission."

"Tsk."

"I will-." Belial was going to say something, but suddenly, he
looked up to the sky.

His eyes narrowed, and he seemed to see beyond his castle.

Suddenly all the demons in Belial's territory heard a thick,
demonic voice:

"I, Beelzebub, declare war on BELIAL!"

That statement was met with strange looks from Belial's
subordinate demons:

"...but Lord Beelzebub is our ally?"

"Yes, he is. Something is strange."

"Did Lord Belial do something?"

"...Don't tell me that Lord Beelzebub discovered his green hat?" A
demon laughed in amusement.



All the demons associated with Belial knew the man's personality.
If you put it in simple words, he'd stick his dick into whatever hole he
found interesting.

Some demons called him Zeus' Twin Brother because of this
personality.

"Kekekeke" A lesser demon laughed awkwardly and said, "If so,
then we're fucked."

"Hell yeah." His friend spoke.

"Let's run away?" the lesser demon spoke.

"That's a good idea." The friend agreed and then continued:

"I have a bad feeling about this."

"Me too." Soon they flew towards somewhere.

Another demon spoke, "...This is strange..."

Some demons found this strange since Diablo himself had
forbidden conflict between allies until the war was over.

But as the demon king knew what kind of race the demons were,
he only forbade internal war for futile and causeless reasons. But, if it
was something personal, it was possible to resolve it with a duel
between the two individuals involved.

They didn't have to discard 'resources' in a fight considered by
Diablo to be 'childish'.

So there was only one reason, "Lord Beelzebub found out that
Lord Belial ate his daughter?"

"...If so, it took quite a while, it was common knowledge that this
sort of thing happened."



"Well, Lord Beelzebub lives in a rather isolated place, so maybe
his subordinate demons don't know?" A male demon with blue skin
and golden eyes resembling a lizard spoke.

Soon the voice was heard again, and this time the voice sounded
more irritated:

"You son of a bitch, you will pay for eating my wife!"

"....." A deathly silence fell for all of Belial's subordinate demons.

"Fuck" All the demons in town spoke at once.

The butler looked at his master, "...Lord Belial, I warned you that
this would go to shit."

Veins began to pop in Belial's head, and the being spoke:

"It's not Beelzebub you fucking idiots! It's that man!"

"... What man?"

"The man who killed my little brother."

"How?" The butler looked quite confused since he didn't
remember his master saying that.

"...Nevermind." Belial just remembered that he didn't tell his
butler. After all, that was a disgrace to him.

Suddenly the butler opens his eyes wide; 'Was that why he didn't
touch the Succubus? Has he become impotent?' The butler looked up
to the sky and saw something falling towards the ground.

'What is that?' He narrowed his eyes a little more, and with his
demonic eyes, he could see a head falling, recognizing the head's
identity, he said:

"That's the son-..."



BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM.

...

Thousands of miles away from the demon's castle, the demons
looked at the mushroom cloud that rose to the sky:

"Well, shit." A large demon spoke.

"We got lucky." The lesser demon continued.

"Is Lord Belial dead?" the large demon asked in a nonchalant
tone.

"Of course not, he's one of the 72 Dukes of Hell, you know? It's
hard to kill him."

"Tsk, and here I was thinking I could loot his treasures." The large
demon spoke in annoyance.

"Are you talking about the pornography collection?" A lesser
demon asked curiously, it was common knowledge about Belial's
perversion, and when he conquered a 'woman', he always took
pictures of these conquests and kept them in a book.

"What else would it be?" The larger demon looked at the smaller
one with narrowed eyes.

"I don't know, gold maybe?"

"Gold doesn't give pleasure, and if I want something, I'll just steal
it."

"Make sense..." The lesser demon couldn't help but agree.

"Tsk, I need to pet my goose." The greater demon looked quite
nervous.

"...Why don't you visit a Succubus?" the lesser demon asked



when he saw the state of his acquaintance.

"Are you crazy? I don't want to die." He rolled his eyes, then
continued:

"Those bitches are on another level, she'll suck you to death,
literally speaking."

"... Well, that's true."

"But at least she'll satisfy all your dark desires."

"...Well..." The bigger demon was tempted to try now... But! He
feared for his life, so he decided this was a bad idea.

"What about the incubus?"

"They're extinct, have you forgotten?"

"Huh…? Have they gone extinct?"

"Of course, Lord Dantalion made a point of persecuting the entire
race and extinguishing it from the 7 hells... Didn't you know that?"

"Of course not! It may not seem like it, but I am a young devil!"

"...I thought you were a lesser demon."

"I am not!" He felt wronged.

"What race are you then?"

"I'm an Imp." He patted his chest proudly.

The bigger demon turned its face to the side and spoke in a
confused tone, "Simp?"

"IMP!"



"Ohhh, so you're lower in the hierarchy, RIP for you, buddy."

"Tsk, don't remind me of that."

Suddenly Belial's demonic voice was heard by the two demons:

"ALUCARD!!!"

The whole body of the demons trembled in fear:

"He's angry." The large demon spoke.

"Don't say the obvious, Mr obvious."

"..." The bigger demon looked at the Imp with an annoyed look:

"But..." The Imp looked at the bigger demon.

"Who is Alucard?"

"...How would I fucking know? Do I look like an information bank?"

"... Well, yes?"

"...." The two fell silent.

Suddenly.

BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!

A pillar of fire rose to the heavens, Belial was seen by the two
demons, the giant being looked at his destroyed city, and the pressure
of his body seemed to get heavier:

"You will pay for this, ALUCARD!"

The spines of the two beings trembled with fear:

"Is he so angry about losing his porn collection?" the bigger



demon asked.

"I would be too if I were in his place." The Imp replied.

"...." The bigger demon looked at the Imp with an accusing gaze.

"..." The imp opens his eyes a little and says, "Oops."

ROOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAR!

BOOOOOOOOOOOM!

Belial roared skyward, and a pillar of fire shot out of his mouth.

"We should get out of here..."

"That's definitely a good idea."

The two low level demons quickly did what any low level demon
would do in this situation.

They fled!

...

"HAHAHAHAHAHAAHAH~"

Looking at Victor, who was clapping his hands.

One thing was very clear to the girls; 'He's really enjoying this.'

"Darling..." Sasha raised her hand as if she were a child asking
the teacher's permission to speak:

"Hmm?" Victor looked at Sasha:

"What's up, Honey?"

Hearing the gentle tone Victor used to speak, Sasha, Violet,



Scathach, and Natashia all flashed a small smile.

They only thought for a few seconds about the possibility that
Victor had changed so much that he forgot about them, but it seems
that this is not true.

The truth is that his love seemed to get stronger? It's heavy...

At least that was Sasha and Violet's impression.

Natashia and Scathach didn't know that.

Sasha flashed a small smile, "What was that about Beelzebub?"

"Oh, from what a witch told me, Belial is very famous for sticking
his...-" He stopped talking, and looked at Ophis for a few seconds,
then continued:

"His little brother everywhere."

"He was even labeled the twin brother of Zeus."

"...That's not a good comparison." Scathach narrowed her eyes.

"Indeed." Natashia nodded in agreement.

"Thinking about the man's personality, I just threw in random
words about cheating. If that works, Good. He will be busy with
another demon for a while, but if that doesn't work..."

"Well, it's not like anything is going to change." Victor suddenly
turned around and started walking towards Scathach's mansion.

"...umu..." Pepper nodded to herself and said, "Somehow, my
godfather has become an expert in causing chaos."

"... Godfather? Is he not your brother-in-law?" Scathach looked at
her daughter, confused.



"...." Pepper, Siena, and Lacus looked at Scathach with a dry
gaze.

Looking at Victor's back, 'Father...' Ophis' eyes lit up a little, then
Ophis was covered in a black power and appeared on Victor's
shoulder.

"...." Victor displayed a gentle smile and patted Ophis' head.

[Girls, you're free to do whatever you want, I won't be leaving for a
while.] Victor mentally spoke.

[Yes, Master.] The five almost spoke at the same time, and soon
they became more relaxed.

Except for one Maid, of course.

Kaguya's body became pure darkness as she disappeared into
the ground and entered Victor's shadow:

[Kaguya?]

[If I don't keep an eye on the master... The master will run away
somewhere I can't see... Again.] Kaguya spoke up.

'... am I a child?' Victor almost said it, but he knew this was
Kaguya's way of taking care of him, and he didn't hate it:

[Then follow me, My Maid.]

Kaguya flashed a gentle smile and said, [Always.]

The little girl displayed a small satisfied smile.

Soon Victor turned around, "Shall we? We need to eat."

Hearing the word 'eat', Scathach, Natashia, Violet, and Sasha's
eyes glowed blood red, and they looked at Victor as if he were a
walking pig.



"Indeed, we haven't eaten yet." Violet licked her lips.

Natashia's eyes stopped shining, and she asked in a non-
confident tone, "...Hmm, can I too?"

Victor looked at Natashia, and with the same gentle smile, he
said, "Of course."

And with those simple words, Natashia's gloomy mood seemed to
lighten.

"Let's go!" She was very excited.

.

.

.

.

...
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Chapter11 Chapter 251: Demon.
Yes, Indeed. They are called demons by mortals...

Creatures who were rejected by God for being too corrupt.

Once angels who were on God's side, but now cast out of
paradise and abandoned in the confines of a world in decay.

Punished by the creator himself to be the representation of all the
'evil' of humanity.

Creatures that when mortals think of the word 'evil', the word
'demon' certainly comes to their minds.

Condemned to roam the seven hells for all eternity, demons are
the result of a single action...

'Sin'.

When people kill in anger.

When people envy other people's goods, and steal those goods.

When people are too lazy to do something.

When people are very proud and believe they are always right,
consequently harming another being.

When people have an insatiable gluttony and do not share with
their peers despite having better conditions.

When people accumulate enough goods without need.

And when people have an uncontrollable lust, that can lead to the
death of other beings.



When a 'sin' is committed, by divine law, you will be condemned
to hell.

But... God is just...

Sin will still be judged.

By the hands of the three judges of the abyss...

Gigantic beings whose only visible features are their golden eyes,
golden hands, and a mouth that seems to contain an entire 'galaxy'
inside it.

Supernatural beings call these judges the eyes, hands, and
mouth of God because, with one decree from these formless beings,
you can be condemned to eternal happiness, or eternal suffering.

Judges who judge mortals...

And If it is declared that their sins are too high to redeem.

The mortal soul will be thrown into the confines of the 7 hells, its
soul will be recycled, taking only the good part, and all that is left is...

An empty shell of pure evil... These are the beings known as
demons...

People of antiquity believe that there is no 'goodness' in demons.
After all, that part was taken from them a long time ago.

But like every story related to the genesis, everything is not what
it seems.

The first human woman to be created, Lilith. That, in another time,
would become the mother of demons.

She is a special being that, despite being a demon of the highest
rank that can be considered an evil god, she still has her 'goodness'.



But that's not the case for... Diablo.

The incarnation of evil... the bloody plague.... The demon of
Chaos.

There are many titles that beings have given him.

Diablo is the first demon born when God implemented the soul
recycling system, humanity's first sin, and, consequently, by being the
first and beginning of everything, he is the 'idealization' of what
demons should be.

And this being was looking at a distant place.

Sitting on a red throne decorated with the bones of his enemies,
the Demon King narrowed his eyes.

With its long thorny tail, it picks up a black soul with some white
parts. Clearly, the soul was corrupted, but there was also a bit of
'goodness' in that soul, something that shouldn't be happening.

"Stop, Stop! Do not do this." The soul begged.

Paying no attention to the insect's murmurs, it just opens its
mouth full of sharp teeth and....

Eats.

The demon king's eyes begin to glow blood red:

"A breach has been created... Someone has invaded..." A dark,
distorted voice resounded throughout the castle.

"Belial was attacked." He touched his claws to his chin and
seemed to think.

"Beelzebub?"

"Wrong, that's not his voice."



.

.

.

.

A silence fell around, and all that could be heard was the noise of
several souls who were behind Diablo.

These souls were asking for help.

But no one here would help them.

They will become Diablo's snacks.

Again the demon's tail moved and captured a soul, he brought
that soul to his mouth, and...

Crunch!

"...Someone is trying to bring chaos to my army."

"But that individual failed miserably." He spoke in disdain.
Demons have been in conflict with each other for hundreds of
thousands of years, they literally never stopped fighting.

This tactic is very childish, in Diablo's opinion.

"Bael."

A red pentagram appeared on the ground, and soon an
'extremely handsome man' appeared.

He was tall, with long golden hair tied in a ponytail that reached to
the ground, he had green eyes and was wearing a white suit. It was a
look you wouldn't expect to see in a place like this.



"...You're still using that disgusting form." Diablo spoke in a dry
voice that gave Bael little chills, but it didn't last long since he was
used to Diablo's disapproval of his appearance.

"What can I say? I got used to using this body." He shrugged as if
he had no choice.

"..." The being was silent, and then he spoke:

"Call Belial, and make him spit out all he knows."

The man's eyes turned cold, "...What happened?"

"Someone invaded hell and attacked Belial, this being is trying to
cause chaos in my army." He explained quickly and in a way that was
easy to understand.

"...." Bael touched his chin and began to think:

'There are not many beings who can pass through the gate of hell
without God's permission.'

'Even if the gate is unstable, this is an almost impossible feat.'

'Yes... Indeed, the keyword here is 'almost'. Who is attacking? A
space god? A weather god? Or maybe someone this god works for?'

"Well... It doesn't matter." Bael's green eyes gleamed a little
dangerously, "Whoever it is, he's going to die."

"I will call Belial, and have this investigated."

Diablo grabbed another soul with his tail and put it in his mouth:

"Call Beelzebub too."

"The person who attacked was using his name, he might know
something."



Bael looked at the souls that Diablo was eating and found it a
waste to have so many good souls that could serve as bodies for the
army of demons, but instead were being used here to feed this ancient
demon. Rare souls that escaped the hands of the judges of the abyss
due to an error in the divine system.

Bael had to agree that Lucifer was adept at causing trouble for
God, with just the simple gesture of breaking a key that was supposed
to be unbreakable, he messed up the entire 'perfect' system that God
created.

And he did all this simply because he wanted to take a 'vacation'.

"... Okay." Bael turned and soon disappeared into a pentagram.

Diablo looked up at the blood-red sky, his eyes seemed to glow a
little, and he saw a gigantic black door that appeared to be 'bleeding'.

'No change, huh.' He was used to this sight. Since he received a
part of Lucifer's Key, he was able to see 'the door to hell', but he could
only see, he could not touch or interact with the door.

Diablo believed he could only do so if he had the complete key.

'Soon... Yes, indeed... Soon, I will leave this place.' He closed his
eyes again and went back to what he was doing.

...

In Victor's personal room.

Scathach, Violet, Ruby, Sasha, and Natashia were present, and
the girls were scattered around the room.

Ruby and Sasha were sitting cross-legged while they were
reading manga...

Precisely, only Ruby was reading, as Sasha was more focused
on what Victor was talking about.



Violet and Natashia had their heads resting on the shoulders of
Victor, who was sitting on the bed, with his back to the wall.

Scathach was seated in a chair a little ways away from the group,
and she had a large table beside her with several old books that she
asked Luna to bring from her mansion.

She seemed to be focused on researching something.

When Victor finished 'eating' and the girls too, the women
grabbed him and Ruby and dragged him to the room, demanding an
explanation. They needed to know what Victor did to prepare for this.

As they were already in the room anyway, they took off all their
heavy clothes and put on light clothes.

"...How can you cause so much chaos in just one year?" That was
Sasha's first question.

"..." Victor touched his chin and thought about what Sasha said,
and then he said:

"I do not know."

"..." Sasha opened her mouth a little, and then she sighed…

Victor had just finished explaining everything that had happened
in the year he was alone with Ruby, and she just couldn't believe how
much chaos he'd caused in such a short time.

"But..."

"Hmm?"

"One thing I can say is, try to leave Violet without seeing me for a
year and knowing that this was someone's fault..."

"I ask you, Honey. what do you think will happen?"



"The world would burn... Literally." Sasha and Ruby gave an
instant response.

"..." Violet was silent and didn't defend herself because she knew
it was true. After all, she couldn't go 1 week without seeing Victor
when she was younger, let alone a year?

She would completely freak out.

"It seems like everyone wants to be your enemy, Husb-...Victor."

"..." Sasha looked at her mother with a dry look but soon went
back to reading her manga.

"..." Victor displayed a small smile and pat Natashia's head a little,
and he said:

"Everyone wants to be my enemy, huh?" Victor flashed an odd
smile.

Natashia displayed a small gentle smile when she felt Victor's
affection. Everything felt very peaceful now, and she finally got what
she wanted!

But unfortunately, she still didn't get 'everything' she wanted. She
still wanted him inside her! She still wanted him to call her Honey,
similar to how he talked to her daughter!

And more importantly, she wanted a threesome with her
daughter!

A small, obsessive smile appeared on her face, but she quickly
hid that smile as she laid her head on Victor's chest.

She wanted more!

More... More... MORE! AND MORE!

"Well, I don't think I'm the cause of it." Victor chuckled a little and



patted the head of Violet, who was next to him.

"...!" The woman's body trembled a little, but soon she leaned her
body closer to Victor and enjoyed the man's caresses.

Soon she spoke in a proud tone, "...Darling's presence is very
intimidating, and because of that, he makes enemies wherever he
goes."

"True, 'small' men will be intimidated by Victor's presence." The
word 'small' appeared to contain several hidden meanings.

And Violet, with the dirty mind that she had understood the full
meaning of what Natashia said.

"Indeed, indeed. Darling is on another level." She spoke with a
suggestive smile.

Natashia looked at Violet, and she smiled the same way the
woman did, "Oh? I feel like I'm going to get along with you."

"Me too~." Violet laughed a little.

"...." Ruby and Sasha looked at the two women with a dry look,
their gaze saying: Bitch, please. Have some decency.

"Blowing up the entire Inquisition base." Ruby suddenly started.

"In my defense, that was done by Mizuki... I just cheered... Yes, I
just gave my motivational support. I definitely didn't like seeing those
fireworks~" Victor quickly defended himself with a big smile on his
face, but clearly, everyone knew he liked what he did!

"Looking for a fight with a demon duke." Sasha continued.

"Well… He pissed me off, and I didn't like the way he talked about
Scathach. He started it." He spoke in a neutral tone, but everyone
could see the anger that was pouring out of his words.



"..." Scathach flashed an imperceptible little smile when she heard
what Victor said but quickly went back to her reading.

She wasn't particularly offended to hear this, considering many
people had already said that, and these people disappeared from the
face of the earth. He would just be next on the list.

"Call the goddess Aphrodite who is a Titan Goddess, a Bitch."
Ruby spoke as she sighed a little internally. She should have gone
with Victor, she regretted it a little, but...

Victor's state that day was very chaotic, she needed to listen to
him a little, or he wouldn't be 'relaxed'.

Ruby understood that when he couldn't see the rest of his wives,
she was the only bridge that kept Victor's obsessiveness at sanity, and
if she 'disappeared from his sight too', he would go crazier than he
already was.

"..." Victor was silent since he had no words to defend himself. He
did that, after all, he didn't like the second encounter he had with
Aphrodite at all.

He hoped never to see the woman again, but fate is a bitch, and
he met her again.

"Not that she isn't a bitch." Sasha defended Victor.

"Indeed." Natashia and Violet supported Sasha.

"..." Ruby looked at Sasha with a dry look, her gaze saying,
'Weren't you on my side?'

Sasha just turned away and started whistling.

'Traitor!' Ruby thought, then she continued:

"She can be a bitch, and sleep with any man she's interested in,
but we're not supposed to say those things." As a teacher, Ruby



began to explain:

"After all, she is a goddess who has lived since the beginning of
time, her morality is different from ours."

"... Well, yes." Sasha couldn't help but agree with Ruby, looking
for a fight with a goddess of Aphrodite's level was just silly.

"I'm surprised she didn't do anything to Victor." Natashia suddenly
spoke up.

"..."

"Yes... This is definitely strange, this man has the ability to offend
everyone. If he talks to a stone, I have no doubt that this stone will spit
blood for such offense."

"..." Victor's eyes twitched when he heard what Violet said.

"Why didn't she do anything?" Sasha asked the doubt in the
heads of the four women.

.

.

.

.
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"Why didn't she do anything?" Sasha asked the doubt in the
heads of the four women.

"…" A moment of silence fell between the women as they were
trying to understand the goddess's thoughts.

But...

"Who cares?" Scathach suddenly spoke, and she managed to get
the girls' attention.

The long red haired woman raised her head and looked directly at
the girls.

"Who cares about the thoughts of a goddess?" She spoke with
disdain on her face.

"..." The girls were silent.

"You are losing focus." Scathach continued.

"What do you mean?" Natashia asked, trying to understand the
woman's intentions.

Scathach ignored Natashia's question and continued, "It doesn't



matter if she helped him or not, it doesn't matter at all."

"What matters is, this Bitch is very interested in him..." Scathach's
eyes flashed blood red. Who did this bitch think she was to run after
her disciple?

"...." Violet, Sasha, and Natashia narrowed their eyes when they
heard what Scathach said.

"Hmm..." Ruby put her hand on her chin and seemed to think:

"That's true." Remembering what Victor said about the woman,
Ruby couldn't help but agree with her mother.

"..." Victor showed a small smile and was silent all this time. For
him, the girls' discussion and debate were like a song played by the
best composer in the world.

He really missed it.

And... He really liked it when girls talked about him and were
protective of him.

It was not out of ego or anything like that.

But... He just loved it.

Because that was their way of showing love to him.

'Although...' Victor looked at Scathach, seeing the woman sitting
on the chair with her legs crossed while holding a thick book in her
hands. He couldn't help but think that she was very beautiful...

His blood-red eyes glowed a little.

He measured his and Scathach's strength, and just as he'd
expected:

'It's still not enough...' Despite having trained 1 year non-stop, he



didn't progress much in 'power', and instead progressed more in his
techniques that became more refined.

Victor was at a bottleneck, and he understood that a vampire's
nature was an unbreakable rule, and he couldn't break it.

Believe me... He tried, almost killing himself in training has its
perks, but...

'It's still not enough.'

But that thought didn't depress Victor. It actually made him more
excited to know that he could still get stronger, and as he remembered
Natashia's fight, he saw that he still had several ways to improve his
techniques still.

And as he improved his technique, he would improve his strength,
make less useless moves, and would become a more 'complete'
warrior.

'I have to be patient.' Yes, he should have patience and focus on
what he already has. He needed to train what he already had so that
one day he could reach the level of the woman in front of him.

After all, it took her 2000 years to get where she was today, and
Victor must go through the same. He must wait 2000 years for his
body to evolve naturally.

But... Like all adults in the 21st century, he didn't want to wait...

'2000 years is a long time.' Indeed, 2000 years was a very long
time since various civilizations could rise and fall in the meantime.
Who knows?

Perhaps Earth would be finished two thousand years into the
future.

Because of this, Victor thought of an alternative.



'Natalia...' Precisely speaking... The power of her Clan.

'If an individual had the ability to close down a whole world and
slow down time, he could definitely do that on a small scale.' Victor's
thought was to create a room where time passed faster for him so that
his body could age and he would train at the same time.

'But... That's impossible, for now.' After all, from what Victor
understood, only Alexios had that power.

His daughter didn't.

And Victor was 100% sure that Alexios wouldn't help him.

Why? Because Alexios was a faithful servant.

And just like his Maids, a faithful servant would not help a
possible 'enemy' of the person they served.

'Probably, he could help me, but I would have to make a contract
or something that forbade me from harming Vlad or anyone in his
family.' And that was something Victor didn't want.

He didn't want to be chained...

The simple fact of not being able to do something he wanted left a
bad taste in his mouth.

"So, what should we do?" Violet asked.

"..." And hearing Violet's voice next to him, Victor woke up from
his thoughts.

"Something you should have done a long time ago." Scathach
closed the book with a bang and spoke with a big smile on her face:

"Train."

"...." A silence fell over the room, and all the women looked at



Scathach with surprised expressions.

Why is it all about training?

"Of course, I will train you."

"...." Violet, Sasha, and even Natashia made an annoyed face
since they didn't want to train.

"That's a good idea, I need some teachings from you, mother."
Ruby's eyes went dark as a black hole:

"I've managed to access the Vampire Count form, but I still have
trouble controlling-...I need your teachings."

"Oh?" Scathach looked at her daughter with an interested smile.
She saw the smile on her face, it was an excited smile... A smile like
Victor.

"..." Scathach opened her mouth a little in shock and looked at
Victor:

"...Victor..." Her voice came out menacingly.

"..." Victor turned his face away and started whistling.

"What did you do to my daughter?" Her voice came out darkly.

WHISTLE!

"What are you talking about, I didn't do anything." He played
innocent.

"...." Scathach narrowed her eyes.

And looked at her daughter:

"What did he do to you?" She decided to ask the victim.



"...?" Ruby didn't understand the question, but thinking she was
talking about how she was able to access her transformation, she
said:

"It's no big deal, he just promised that if I trained with him, he
would reward me..." Her face turned a little red at the end.

Of course, the reward was 'that'.

Dual cultivation, explore the dragon's den, traverse the mountain
tops, etc.

And they all clearly understood that.

Except for one.

"What kind of reward?" Scathach asked with narrowed eyes.

"....." Sasha, Natashia, and Violet looked at Scathach with a face
that said:

Bitch, please. You are older than Jesus, how could you not
understand the hidden message? Are you kidding?

"...Well..." Her face turned redder.

Gulp...

She swallowed hard and seemed to gather courage.

"SSS...-" She bit her tongue...

And her face got redder.

"..." Scathach's eyes darkened as she finally understood; Victor
used the carrot method, Ruby would help him in training, and he
would reward her with something she liked... And so he did, and in the
end, she became addicted to training because unconsciously, she
knew she would get a reward if she did that:



"You bastard, you've addicted my daughter." Scathach looked at
Victor but saw that the man was nowhere to be found.

Her eyes glowed blood red as she searched for Victor and quickly
found him standing in the doorway.

"Victor..." Her eyes and her face were dark as a black hole.

Victor's smile grew:

"Hey, Scathach. I need to sort something out. When I get back...
I'll train with you."

"...Oh?" Scathach was interested in what Victor was going to say.

"I need your teachings…" He displayed a gentle smile, "And I
want to spend time alone with you, I've missed you."

"…Huh?" All Scathach's momentum seemed to disappear with
the leaves in the wind.

"I'll see you later, Scathach." He flashed a small smile, and his
body began to be covered in lightning.

Rumble.

And in the blink of an eye, he was gone, leaving behind streaks of
lightning.

"....."

An awkward silence fell in the room while the girls looked at
Scathach, who was stunned in place. She looked like an adventurer
who looked into medusa's eyes and was paralyzed as stone.

"...He's gotten better at dealing with Scathach..." Violet muttered.

And the girls couldn't help but agree with the woman.



"Ahhh!" Sasha suddenly opened her eyes.

Natashia looked at Sasha, "What is it, Daughter?"

"Let's follow him!"

"Eh...? But I have to sort out my Clan's problems..." She spoke
the truth since she had just left everything in Victoria's hands a few
days ago.

"Who cares about the Clan?"

"Was that really something an heiress should say?" Violet asked
with a dry look.

But Sasha didn't seem to be listening to her since she was more
focused on her thoughts.

"..." Ruby looked at Violet:

"Those words coming from you, that's really ironic."

"..." Violet was silent as she looked at Ruby:

"I-..." She looked like she was going to say something to defend
herself.

"I can count how many times you neglected the heiress' job to
pursue Victor." Ruby picked up a red book that had a strange padlock
on it.

"I have it all written down here." Ruby flashed a small smile.

"...." Violet looked at Ruby with a shocked face.

"Why do you have this!?"

"Blackm-... Cough, I mean, if I ever needed to convince one of my
friends to do something for me."



'This bitch! She was definitely going to say Blackmail, right?'
Violet's eyes glowed blood red.

Sasha approached her mother and spoke in her ear:

"We can be alone-." She didn't even need to finish saying that as
Natashia understood what her daughter meant.

The woman quickly got up from the bed, clothes began to be
created on her body, and she looked at her daughter with sparks of
lightning flashing in her eyes.

"Let's go."

"...." Sasha's smile grew.

Rumble, Rumble.

The two women were covered by lightning and soon disappeared.

"Ugh, why don't I have this power? I could follow them now."
Violet mourned her fate.

"Woman, you literally have the power every vampire would love to
have."

"...?" Violet looked confused at Ruby.

"What power are you talking about?"

"You can walk in the sun, bitch. Did you forget?"

"Oh... But is that a big deal?" Violet didn't understand. Given her
preference, she would rather have a power equal to Kaguya so she
could chase after Victor 24... Wrong, 25 hours a day, 8 days a week,
666 days a year.

... The calendar doesn't work like that!



Ruby narrowed her eyes, "...These privileged people must die..."
She really envied Violet's power. After all, if she had the power to walk
in the sun, she wouldn't have to wear that stifling coat, and she could
resolve things in the human world more easily.

"...That's really ironic coming from you..." Violet didn't miss the
opportunity to timely Ruby.

"Why?"

"You are the daughter of Scathach, and you were born with two
powers."

"Vampires were spitting blood right now if they heard what you
said."

"..." Ruby started to think about what Violet had said and added,
"That really makes sense, they all have the attitude of a young master
of a Wuxia novel, it's quite possible they did that."

"...?" Violet didn't understand anything Ruby said since she wasn't
into the culture yet.

...

Victor stopped in the middle of the Scathach mansion room, he
was only wearing pants.

"Victor, what are you doing?" Lacus asked with a curious look.

"...?" Victor looked at Lacus and saw that she was accompanied
by Siena, Pepper, Ophis, and Eleanor.

"Oh, you've come at a good time." Victor looked at Eleanor.

"But I didn't go anywhere, I was stuck here from the beginning."
Eleanor retorted.

Victor pointed to Eleanor, "You're coming with me to a place."



Eleanor narrowed her eyes, "... I can deny it, you know?"

"If you don't go, I'll steal your horse, I know she's stopped outside
the capital."

Eleanor's eyes gleamed blood red, "...Try to steal Chloe from me,
just try... I guarantee your head will be rolling the moment you touch
my horse." She was quite protective of her horse.

"Oh..." Victor's smile grew, and he started to stare at Eleanor.

"Victor is acting like a hooligan." Pepper muttered.

"But hasn't he always acted like this?" Siena spoke.

"... Of course not." Pepper took a while to respond.

"Usually, he has mother's attitude, the difference is he's not
mother, so we thought he was a Hooligan." Lacus explained.

"OHHH." The two understood each other now.

Suddenly.

BOOOOOM!

The front door was slammed open.

"...." The group looked towards the door and saw a woman with
long black hair and violet eyes. She was being accompanied by
another woman who looked like her.

Two wild princesses appeared, and they brought their guards.

"OPHIS!"

"Geh." Ophis' face distorted a little.

"What do you mean by 'GEH'? Huh?"



"..." Ophis turned away and ignored her sister.

"I finally found you, you should go home." Elizabeth demanded,

"Kotowaru!." Ophis' face, for a moment, seemed to grow more
mature.

"..." The two sisters looked at Ophis in shock and then looked at
Victor:

"What did you teach her?"

"Why did the blame fall on me? I did nothing." He felt unjustified,
but soon his mood changed, and he looked at the guards with his
gaze glowing blood-red:

"You all wait outside."

"...We don't follow-." The guard leader wanted to say something,
but Victor didn't give a damn.

"I said..." Victor's voice started to get darker, and he ordered with
eyes glowing blood red, "You all wait outside."

The guards' bodies trembled a little, they felt a chill down their
spines, and in that very second, they lost consciousness and became
puppets:

"Yes, Master."

All the guards turned and left the mansion.

"...." A silence fell over the place.

Pepper and Lilith's faces looked a little red, while Elizabeth looked
at Victor with a little fear that soon disappeared.

"Father is cool." Ophis' eyes gleamed. She felt no fear, but soon
her face became strange.



"...Cool Father?"

"Father cool… Huh?" She seemed to be trying to unravel a divine
mystery.

Rumble, Rumble.

Natashia and Sasha appeared alongside Victor.

"Oh, the group has grown…" Sasha said.

"Will you come?" Victor asked.

"We can't?" The two asked at the same time.

He flashed a gentle little smile and said, "I didn't say that."

"..." The two smiled a little.

"Kaguya." Victor spoke aloud, and soon a shadow left the ground.

Victor looked into Kaguya's eyes:

[I will go visit Big Guy and that strange tree, take care of the
house for me.]

[...Will you go alone?]

[Natashia and Sasha will be with me... And Eleanor too]

[At least take a Maid, master.]

[Which do you suggest?]

[Eve... She is very unstable these days, she needs your
attention.]

[...I didn't realize that....] Victor felt bad about it.



[No need to feel this way, master. Your head was full of training
and concern for your wives. It's understandable.]

[But don't forget about us...]

Victor looked seriously at Kaguya:

[That will never happen... After all, you are my lovely Maids.]

[...I know...] Kaguya displayed a small smile. Throughout the past
year, Victor always paid attention to the Maids, it was only when he
was close to returning to Nightingale that he didn't look at them much,
but that was understandable.

AND...

'There is me.' Kaguya was there to look after the maids as well
when her master was too busy.

"...." The group fell silent when they saw Victor looking at Kaguya
silently.

"... This is weird." Pepper spoke.

"Yes." They all agreed for different reasons, they knew he was
talking to Kaguya, but it was in a way they couldn't understand.

Only Elizabeth and Lilith didn't know what was going on, and
because of that, they agreed with what Pepper said.

"Hmm…" Natashia looked at this with a bit of envy.

Sasha and even his maids had something special with Victor,
only she and Scathach had nothing! This was unfair! Older women
need something too!

Her eyes gleamed with determination while she seemed to be
thinking about something.



"I am going." Victor spoke as he turned and looked at a woman.

"…Eh?" Eleanor felt a bad feeling when she saw Victor's eyes.

"Be careful, master."

"Thank you, My Maid."

Before Victor left, Ophis suddenly appeared beside him and held
Victor's hand:

"Hmm?"

"Father… Blood… Hungry…" She spoke in a monotone, but
everyone could understand her intentions.

"Wha-..." The two sisters' world seemed to have frozen, and they
looked at Ophis with a shocked look.

He looked at the little girl in a gentle tone and said, "... I'll come
back quickly. If you're still here, I'll give you my blood, okay?"

"Ugh… Okay…"

Rumble, Rumble.

Victor disappeared, leaving lightning trails behind, and appeared
in front of Eleanor as he raised the woman like a princess.

"Huh…? Let me go-."

"Don't open your mouth or scream. You will bite your tongue."

Rumble, Rumble.

Victor disappeared again.

"Yep, she was kidnapped." Siena spoke.



"I hope her butler doesn't know this, he'll be pissed." Lacus spoke.

"Who cares? Victor doesn't seem to mind either."

".... Well, yes." Lacus couldn't help but agree with Pepper.

Sasha and Natashia looked at each other, and then.

Rumble, Rumble.

The two followed Victor.

"...." The three sisters and Kaguya looked at the two princesses,

"They're going to explode any moment…" Kaguya predicted, and
she quickly put her hands to her ears.

The three sisters imitated what Kaguya did and waited.

Veins started popping in the two sisters' heads when they saw
Ophis' face, and they screamed.

"ALUCARD!!!"

.....
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"Ugh, you're screaming too loud, stupid princesses." Violet
walked downstairs with Scathach and Ruby.

"If things continue like this, will Victor become a new kind of
deity? People seem to enjoy shouting his name." Ruby thought aloud
as she remembered Belial screaming Victor's name.

"...." Scathach looked at the two princesses with indifferent eyes,
but soon the woman ignored the two women and walked towards her
daughters.

Lilith and Elizabeth looked at Violet with an irritated look and said:

"Look what he did to our sister!" They pointed at Ophis.

"..." Violet and Ruby looked at Ophis and saw the little girl
mumbling something about being hungry and wanting blood.

"Oh... didn't you know?" Violet made a strange face as she looked
at Elizabeth and said, "But weren't you around when she drank
Victor's blood?"

"..." Lilith looked at her sister.

"Yes, I was there, but I didn't expect that little drop of blood to get
her addicted!" Elizabeth justified herself, and she continued:



"I thought Ophis just marked him! I did not expect this result!"

"Ah..." Elizabeth just realized she was talking nonsense.

"…Eh…?" Lilith opened her mouth wide when she heard what her
sister said; 'Did she mark him? Huh? Why didn't she tell anyone about
this?'

"..." All the girls looked at the two sisters with a neutral gaze.

Violet narrowed her eyes "...Hold on for a few seconds."

"...." The two sisters looked at Violet.

"What do you mean by 'Mark'?"

"Yes, that seems to be important, given the reactions of the two of
you." Ruby continued with a cold stare.

"..." The two sisters were silent.

.

.

.

.

.

The whole room was enveloped in an awkward silence, and no
one spoke as everyone just watched the two sisters.

"Why do you insist on keeping quiet? Explain yourselves!" Violet
demanded. She had no patience for things that were related to Victor
and things that might affect him in some way.

The same could be said about Scathach and Ruby. Although the



mother-daughter duo were a little different.

Ruby took care of Victor like a worried wife, while Scathach took
care of him as her 'foolish' disciple.

"W-Well..." Elizabeth didn't know what to say.

Being the eldest, Lilith decided to take the initiative:

"...Unfortunately, we can't tell you that, even if we wanted to."
Lilith spoke in a neutral, professional tone and pointed at her throat.

"...A contract..." Scathach spoke in a neutral tone, but inside, she
was a little surprised that that old man, who loved his daughters so
much, would do such a thing.

'Whatever this 'Mark' is, is it important enough for the old man to
do this kind of deed to his daughters?' Scathach thought, and she
started to get more interested in what it was as she looked at Ophis,
who was looking at her sisters.

Noticing that someone was looking at her, Ophis looked at
Scathach with an innocent look:

"...?" She didn't understand why Scathach was looking at her like
that since the only thing going through her head now was the boredom
of having to wait for Victor to come back.

'...But... I don't have to wait?' Upon hearing about 'Mark', she just
realized that she could also follow her father!

Her eyes glowed blood red, and she started to look around as if
she was looking for something.

"How can I say, our father is quite strict with family secrets." Lilith
replied in the same tone of voice.

'Hmm?' Elizabeth looked at her little sister, and, seeing the
actions her little sister was doing, she narrowed her eyes in suspicion.



She definitely knew what those strange movements were.

'She's trying to run away again.' She accompanied Ophis for a
long time! Don't underestimate her!

She quickly made a move. She appeared behind Ophis and held
the girl by her gothic dress, she looked like a baby cat that was caught
by her mother by the neck.

"...?" Ophis looked at her sister with an annoyed look.

"Do not do this." She spoke in a stern tone.

"I wasn't going to do anything..." Ophis felt wronged now, she
literally did nothing! She definitely wasn't planning on following Victor
wherever he went!

Believe her! She is an obedient child!

"Do not lie to me." Elizabeth narrowed her eyes.

"..." Ophis used her right to remain silent, she knew the rules of
society! No one could force her to say something she didn't want to.
And as the king's youngest daughter, she had the right to be spoiled!

She had every right to do whatever she wanted!

This is a free monarchy!

Elizabeth's eyes lit up a little, and she said, "I've been with you
long enough to know your quirks."

"..." Ophis made an annoyed face and turned away. She will
ignore her sister!

Annoying woman!

Seeing Ophis's state now, she couldn't help but say, "Ugh, she's
become so troublesome ever since she found Victor."



"..." Seeing her younger sister's state, Lilith was surprised again.

Ophis was normally a dutiful child who listened to everyone, and
she had never heard about any trouble that Ophis caused. After all,
she usually just stayed inside her castle and did nothing.

Only occasionally did Lilith hear that Ophis ran off to explore the
'city', but that was normal; she is a child, she must feel suffocated
being in a castle alone with only Maids.

It was because of her peculiarity that no one could touch her
without being 'enchanted' by her 'supernatural beauty'.

She lived without any contact with her older brothers, and her
own father paid no attention.

'Father… He's a stupid man sometimes.' Lilith knew the truth that
Vlad watched his children from afar, but for a child, she didn't want her
parents 'far away', but close to them.

When Ophis first ran away, Elizabeth, who was only recently
considered the King's youngest daughter, began to spend more time
with Ophis.

Because of this, of all the siblings, Elizabeth was the one who
knew Ophis the most.

"...This Mark or whatever, can't you guys tell me about it?" Ruby
suddenly asked as she looked at Lilith.

Lilith looked at Ruby and replied, "We can't, as you know, the
contract is absolute."

Ruby and Violet narrow their eyes a little.

"You don't need to be so cautious..." Lilith said.

"Oh? Why don't we?" Ruby started questioning Lilith.



"The thing that Ophis did to Victor is not harmful to the man
himself, in a way, it's a blessing. I even feel jealous of it a little bit."
Lilith was honest.

"...." Ruby, Violet, and Scathach narrowed their eyes.

"What do you mean by blessing?" Scathach was the one who
asked this time.

"I can not say." Lilith made a hard face. She didn't like the look of
Scathach, and her stare sent shivers down her spine.

"But just know that it's not a bad thing... And maybe this will help
Ophis as time goes on too, maybe in the future she can be a normal
girl?" Lilith finished speaking with a gentle tone as she looked at
Ophis.

Lilith didn't know who Ophis' mother was, but she knew
something.

When Ophis appeared in Vlad's hands when she was just a baby,
the power emanating from her body was terrifying. Despite being a
baby, she put fear in a 500 year old vampire.

She is and always has been a little monster.

"Tsk." The three clicked their tongues at the same time. They
didn't like it, not knowing anything.

"Anyway, where's the bitch from the west?" Violet asked the three
sisters who were silent as a way to change the subject or did she do it
because her mood got worse.

"Fuewhh?" Pepper was the first to react as she looked around
and realized that Kaguya had disappeared!

Where did she go? And how is she going to explain what
happened to these three women!?



Pepper's brain began to spin, and she came up with a magnificent
idea!

"Lacus, you tell them." She threw the whole bombshell on her big
sister.

"Eh?" Lacus was speechless with Pepper's attitude. She knew
that Violet asked the three sisters, and Pepper being more talkative of
the three, fell in the eyes of women, but she couldn't she be more...

Discreet?

"Well..." Siena, as a savior of the sisters, began to speak, "Victor
kidnapped Eleanor." But she explained it in the worst possible way.

".... Huh?" Ruby and Violet's faces narrowed.

"I'm surprised you guys didn't hear Victor and Eleanor argue, he
was literally acting like a Hooligan."

Scathach narrowed her eyes, "... This is not an attitude worthy of
my discip-..." She looked like she was going to say something, but
was interrupted by Siena:

"You know how it is, he took after my mother's quirks." Siena
casually blamed Scathach.

"..." Scathach opened her mouth a little in shock.

"..." Violet and Ruby looked at Scathach with a dry look. In the
end, as always, it was all the fault of Scathach's teachings, this
woman...

Violet and Ruby felt a bit of a headache, and they really regretted
not having stopped the woman from taking him to training.

... Not that they could've stopped her in any way.

"Yes!" Pepper looked excited for some reason, "He literally



showed up here, and he said…" She got up from the couch and
pointed to Siena:

"You come with me to a place." She perfectly mimicked Victor's
expression.

"...." An awkward silence fell over the place, the silence lasted for
a few seconds, and then that silence was broken by Ophis:

"...Father?" She felt that Pepper was a lot like her father now,
although Pepper's aura was much less overbearing than her father's.

Pepper's face returns to normal, and she said in an innocent tone,
"He was a lot like my mom when she wants something."

"...." All the women looked at Scathach.

The woman defended herself, "Well, I taught him right, if he wants
it's something, he should just get whatever it is."

"As expected of my foolish disciple." She flashed a small smile
and said, "He's learned well."

"....." Everyone felt like sighing now.

"Question, why didn't you teach us that too?" Siena spoke as she
raised her hand as if she were a child asking the teacher for
knowledge.

"...?" Scathach looked strangely at Siena, "But didn't I have to
teach that?"

"Huh?"

"After all, you already had that attitude from the beginning."
Scathach spoke.

"…Eh?" This time it was Ruby, Siena, Lacus, and Pepper who
were surprised.



"Wait, wait, wait." Pepper broke out in a cold sweat, "I don't have
the attitude of a hooligan! I'm not that kind of person!"

Siena touched her chin and began to speak, "... I recently had to
solve a problem with the vampires in Japan. You went to a manga
store, and apparently, it was selling the limited edition of 'One Bikini'.
You wanted to buy it, but the seller didn't want to sell it, and in the end,
you used your charm and took the product and left without paying."

"..." Everyone looked at Pepper with a surprised look, except for
Scathach, who flashed a small, proud smile:

"See? I didn't need to teach anything."

"B-But, it was a limited edition, and they didn't want to sell it to
me! I even offered 10x the starting price!" She tried to justify herself
but only sank deeper into the hole she created herself.

Seeing the look everyone was giving her, "Ugh," her cheek grew
like a squirrel, and she pointed at Lacus.

"Lacus, when she went to E9, a gaming event, she literally caught
every exclusive game hypnotizing the employees!"

"Eh...? What the hell, Pepper! You promised to keep that a
secret." Lacus felt betrayed now.

"If I'm going down, I'm taking everyone with me,
HAHAHAHAHAHA~."

"..." Why is she laughing like Victor? He's a bad influence, you
know!

She suddenly looked at Siena, and she was going to say
something, but in the end, she gave up and said:

"Well, Siena is Siena, right?" She didn't have much to say about
her older sister. After all, of the three sisters, she was the most
authoritative and did what she wanted.



"... What do you mean by that?" Siena narrowed her eyes in
annoyance.

"She meant you've been a bitch from the start." Violet didn't miss
an opportunity to cause chaos.

"Huuuuh?" Siena's eyes weren't pretty.

"Sister, you literally treat everyone who is not a vampire like
cattle, who must do as you order." Ruby explained.

"..." Siena looked at Ruby with an unjustified look. She's not like
that!... Maybe...

"In the end, all vampires are equal, all are authoritarian." Lilith
spoke, whatever the girls said would be something she would do if she
really wanted something.

"Hey, I'm not a bitch! I at least pay for the things I buy...
Sometimes." Pepper muttered at the end.

"Pepper, Stop. You're only sinking further." Ruby facepalmed.

"Ugh." Pepper pouted and sat down on the couch again, looking
pretty depressed.

"Bitch..." Suddenly everyone heard Ophis' voice.

"...." Elizabeth's eyes gleamed blood red,

"You are teaching Ophis bad words!" She looked at the girls who
spoke bad words, including her sister.

"Eh? Me too?"

"Sister, what will you do if our little Ophis becomes like Violet!?"

"Hey, bitch. If you have a problem with me, why don't you say it to



my face, huh!? Let's settle this outside!" The air around Violet started
to get warmer.

"See? She is the perfect picture of a delinquent!" Elizabeth looked
at her sister.

"..." Lilith imagined Ophis becoming like Violet, and soon her face
darkened, that wasn't a pretty picture...

Elizabeth looked at Violet again:

"And language!"

"Language, my-…"

Slap!

Ruby hit Violet on the head.

"Stop."

Veins started popping on Violet's head as she looked up and said:

"What was that!" She was ready to attack Ruby at any moment.

"You must learn to control yourself a little. When you have a
daughter, you can't teach her those bad words!"

"... H-Eh? D-Daughter..." All of Violet's anger disappeared when
she heard the word 'daughter' as she started to imagine a tiny version
of herself screaming around 'Mom, and Dad'.

Gulp.

She swallowed hard, for some reason that thought didn't seem
bad to her.

"Daughter…"



"Daughter..."

Violet's voice was mixed with Scathach's.

The three sisters looked at Scathach:

"... Shit." They couldn't help but speak at the same time when
they saw the state of their mother.

'She's not planning to adopt another daughter, right? Or worse...
She's not thinking about having another daughter, right?' The three
thought at the same time.

Siena looked at Ruby and said:

"This is your fault."

"Eh?" Ruby didn't understand the sudden accusation.

"Look." Siena pointed at Scathach.

"...?" Ruby and all the women looked to where Siena was pointing
and saw Scathach, who appeared to be in another dimension.

She was completely lost in her thoughts.

"Oh..." Ruby understood now, and she could only say one thing:

"Fuck."

"Language." Elizabeth spoke again in strictness like a teacher.

Veins popped on Siena, Ruby, Lacus, and Pepper's heads, and
soon the girls spoke at the same time:

"Shut the fuck up!"

.....
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Chapter14 Chapter 254: Is Roberta a Failure of
a Maid?

Before Victor left the mansion completely, he went through the
kitchen and kidnapped his Maid Eve.

"E-Eh?" Of course, the Maid herself was taken aback by her
master's sudden action.

Victor placed her on his back, and unconsciously, the Maid held
onto him.

He narrowed his eyes a little, and added:

"Hold on tighter, or you'll fall." Unlike Eleanor, who was in his
arms, he couldn't properly hold his Maid, so she would have to handle
her positioning herself, though it'd be fairly simple, considering the
strength of a vampire, especially a vampire like Eve.

"Y-Yes." She had no choice but to say that word. She was
conscious enough to know that when her master ordered something, it
was a maid's duty to simply reply with a 'Yes', things were easier that
way.

Not only easier but things also became simpler that way too.
However, Kaguya, Roberta, and sometimes Bruna would question
what her master said.

Which was a good thing, considering he was not always correct,
but most of the time, the Maids just did what he asked.

Rumble.

Victor quickly disappeared, leaving behind streaks of lightning in
his wake.



"AHH! I'm so jealous! Eve has been kidnapped by the master!"
Maria screamed as she was the first to react when Victor appeared
and immediately stopped doing her work.

She looked around, "Ugh, he kidnapped her! I wanted to go too!"
She looked quite frustrated.

"...Eve was kidnapped...Much envy..." Bruna muttered in a low
voice while cleaning a window. She looked at Roberta, who was sitting
at a table drinking red tea calmly.

"...I wonder if this is really something to be jealous of..." Luna
couldn't help but comment.

"Well, his maids have a few loose screws in their heads." Natalia
replied.

"..." Bruna narrowed her eyes as she stopped what she was doing
and looked at the two other maids, "You-..." She was going to say
something, but Maria beat her to it:

"You wouldn't understand." Maria said quickly, being the first to
defend Victor.

"Huh?"

"For us, our master is our 'beginning', he is the beginning of our
everything. We simply feel immeasurable pleasure in serving him."

Nod, Nod.

Bruna crossed her arms and nodded her head in agreement with
what Maria said. As the first Maid that Victor created, Bruna was
immensely proud to serve him!

She would do anything her god asked of her!

Anything!



Important things must be said twice.

Unconsciously, her face turned a little red as she thought of
things a Maid shouldn't.

"....." Luna and Natalia were silent since they couldn't wrap their
heads around Maria's thought process.

For Natalia, she was a human who came from a family that
served the King of Vampires. Under normal circumstances, she
wouldn't be a maid but rather be training to be the future advisor to the
king and his right-hand man.

But, due to a Snow Clan incident from the past, she ended up
becoming Violet's personal maid.

At first, she didn't like it, but over time, she got used to it, and her
job was easy. She just needed to clean some things and help Violet
with transport. The rest was done by Kaguya.

Yes, the job was very easy...

But now, the job has become a 'little' complicated. After all, she
was Violet's maid.

Yes, indeed, the key word here is a 'little'.

After all, Violet never seemed to be alone anymore, she was
always with Victor, and Victor had several Maids that made her job a
lot easier than it was when it was just Kaguya around.

Now, she had basically just become a means of transportation…
People only needed her when they needed to go somewhere far
away.

'Wait... Isn't that a demotion?' Natalia couldn't help but think about
it, considering she went from a trusted maid to a means of transport!

'HEY! Isn't this really bad?' Now that she came to think of it, Ruby



didn't call on her anymore to sort out matters that involved the witch
Esther.

'Come to think of it now, a year has passed on Earth, so the plan
Ruby made must have gone a long way now?' Natalia thought about
it.

"Well, I suppose you're right." Luna agreed with Maria's words. 

Luna, who was a vampire, didn't fully understand either. After all,
she was already a noble vampire when Ruby recruited her, and she
served Clan Scarlett, not just Ruby.

But as a Vampire, she could understand that the pleasurable
feelings the Maids were feeling must've been the fact that Victor had
sired them. Which could also account for why they were loyal to him…
she supposed.

But that didn't make sense. After all, the girls were clearly not
commoner vampires… They definitely didn't feel like one, and they
seemed like they were something more.

Mostly… Maria.

She looked at the Maid with long blonde hair.

'It's like she is mixed with something…' Luna was one of the
maids who watched Maria the most during the time she spent as
Sasha's Maid. 

Has she become more alive? As if she's found a purpose in her
life?

'...Hmm, this is complicated.' Luna decided to stop thinking about
it. After all, this seemed to be something important involving her
masters, and as a maid, she should only know certain knowledge if
her masters allowed it.

Bruna narrowed her eyes when she saw Roberta being lazy,



"Woman, why aren't you doing anything?" It was not just her and
Maria that were supposed to be working, Roberta was a Maid too, she
must do something!

"…Eh?" Roberta was taken by surprise at the sound of Bruna's
sudden voice and spoke in a gentle tone, "Do you want me to help?"

"..." Maria and Bruna were silent when they heard that Roberta
wanted to help.

And then, a memory of several broken plates, glasses, and
silverware popped into their minds, and that memory was replaced by
the kitchen on fire.

"... Better not." They immediately refused.

What more can the two say? Roberta, this woman... She was
simply a mess in the kitchen, and she had the incredible achievement
of setting the kitchen on fire just by frying an egg.

They wondered how the fuck that was possible?

It was just supposed to be a normal dinner for Victor's parents,
but it turned into an incident that required the entire kitchen to be
remodeled.

Although Anna was glad this happened. Apparently, she had
wanted to renovate her kitchen for a long time, but Leon didn't, since it
was a waste of money, he said, but that incident supplied Anna with
the perfect excuse.

After that day, the Maids never let Roberta help in the kitchen
again.

And to make matters worse...

She wasn't just bad in the kitchen.

She was bad at EVERYTHING.



Anything related to delicate work, she would end up breaking
something, sometimes multiple things.

But... At least she could clean the walls.

Yes!

The only thing she could do was clean the walls...

'...isn't she a failure of a Maid?' Bruna and Maria thought at the
same time when they saw the older woman sitting in her French Maid
uniform drinking red tea.

...

Outside the mansion.

Victor held Eleanor a little tighter as the poor woman's eyes were
rolling since she just wasn't used to 'traveling' at Victor's speed.

And Victor realized that, but what did he do? Did he help the
woman? Did he stop using his powers and run like a normal vampire?

Of course not!

'I will increase the speed.'

He supplied even more strength to his legs and channeled more
of his lightning through his body.

BOOOOOM.

A small crater in the shape of a spider's web formed,

And soon, he soared into the sky, achieving a considerable
altitude.

"Ugh." Eleanor felt even dizzier, but Victor ignored the woman.



His eyes began to glow blood red, and soon the noise of lightning
could be heard all around.

Rumble, Rumble.

Black clouds began to form in the sky, a storm was coming!

But a strange thing happened, there wasn't a single drop of rain to
be found…

Clouds charged with lightning started to form, and that was it, and
these clouds looked strange.

As if creating a 'pathway' for Victor, the clouds stretched for
thousands of kilometers.

Victor flashed a small smile, and soon a change began to run
through his body, his entire body turned to pure gold, including the two
women, and they disappeared into the clouds.

Sasha and Natashia stopped following Victor while they looked at
what Victor did with a surprised look:

"Well, this is something new… How the fuck did he do that?"
Sasha said, and then she looked at her mother, considering she was
the lightning expert here, right?

"Hmm..." Natashia touched her chin and started to think, and
soon she arrived at an answer:

"Is it the same principle as the technique he used before? I think
he covers his body with lightning and flies in the sky?"

"...." Sasha fell silent and began to listen to her mother's
explanation.

"Although... This seems to be more like 'traveling' through the
clouds rather than 'flying'."



"...And?" It can't be just that, right? Sasha's eyes widened a little.

"And what?"

"Do you know what he did? Give me a plausible explanation."
Sasha asked.

"And how the fuck should I know?" Natashia's answer was very
simple. What Victor did just now was something very out of the
ordinary. How did he manage to travel through clouds? Huh? Did he
become a god?

Should I call him Thor?

"...." Sasha was speechless, 'of course you should know! You are
the leader of Clan Fulger, woman! Lightning is our power! You're
supposed to be the expert here!'

"Ugh..." Not wanting to destroy her daughter's confidence in her,
Natashia started using her brain!

Rumble, Rumble.

Little flashes of lightning appeared around her head, she was
trying hard as she gathered everything she knew of Victor and the
techniques he'd shown her, and soon she came to a conclusion.

'... Is he using something like Scathach's technique?' She couldn't
help but think about it when she remembered that Scathach used a
defensive technique that turned her body into ice, although it was
suicidal because you were literally freezing your body.

"..." She opened her eyes wide when she realized that this was
very possible, but the question was, how was he utilizing this
technique without being in the perfect Vampire Count form?

The Vampire Count form was said to come extremely close to
what a 'true' vampire was in the way you honed your control over your
own power and increased it as well.



But in the perfect Vampire Count form, the vampire basically
merges with his own power, and he becomes something closer to an
'element and spirit' rather than a vampire.

Of course, these kinds of traits were unique to vampire families
who took the power of elemental control to the peak.

A family that could create rope and use those ropes to attack
wouldn't be able to do that since they were two different types of
powers.

"...You seem to have discovered something." Sasha asked.

"Yes… But that's impossible." Natashia was in disbelief. With the
knowledge she now had, she judged what Victor had just done as
impossible.

'And how is he protecting the two girls from his power? In her
mind, what he just did, didn't make any sense.

"Well, you get used to it when you're around him." Sasha spoke in
a dry tone in a neutral voice.

"..." Natashia looked at her daughter with a little surprise.

"So? What are your thoughts." Sasha asked.

Natashia explained in a sigh, "...He's using something close to
Scathach's technique of turning body parts into ice, a defense
technique."

"Hmm."

Sasha started to think, and soon she understood something,
"Darling spent a lot of time with Ruby, and Ruby's specialty is defense,
she uses the power of her water and turns her body parts into ice."

"From what I heard from Ruby, this was Scathach's technique that



she perfected when Scathach taught her." Sasha explained to her
mother and then continued:

"…he must be doing this, but with the power of lightning?"

"...Maybe... But..." Natashia assumed a frustrated expression.

"That's not how our power works! Lightning and ice are essentially
different! He can't do the same thing! ...or can you?" She closed her
eyes in contemplation, she seemed to discover something.

Natashia looked at her hand:

Rumble, Rumble.

Her hand became covered in the power of lightning, Natashia's
eyes glowed blood red a little, and slowly, the flesh of her hand began
to be replaced by pure lightning.

Natashia's eyes narrowed a little, she was in pain from what she
was doing, but she didn't let it show on her face.

Natashia made a movement with her hand, and her hand seemed
to disappear from their vision.

"...That's..." Sasha opened her eyes wide.

"Yes, that's what he's doing, but on a smaller scale." Natashia
stopped using her power and hid her hand behind her.

Her hand was pure bone, as all her flesh had disappeared:

"How did he do it?" She was really curious now. With this test,
she could understand that she could use this method with her vampire
count transformation.

But... She couldn't use it in her base form.

'I'll ask you later.' She didn't want to get hurt for nothing. She



should take care of her body for her husband!

"Can you teach me that?" Sasha's eyes were glowing with
excitement.

"..." Natashia looked at her daughter with a neutral look and said:

"I can't teach because I don't know what I did either." She told a
white lie.

"Huh?" How did she not know what she did if she just did it? That
made no sense.

"Oh." Sasha misunderstood, believing that her mother was like
Violet, a genius who couldn't explain how she learned.

"This is a more advanced way of using lightning power, we should
ask Victor how he does it first." She said,

"Hmm, you're right." Sasha spoke aloud.

"Anyways, let's follow him."

"Yes."

Rumble, Rumble.

The two women were covered by lightning once again as they
resumed their chase of their husband, and soon, the two disappeared.

.

.

.

.

.......
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Chapter15 Chapter 255: Gorilla meets an Old
friend. Gorilla Meets Female vampire… Gorilla
knows the secret…

Rumble, Rumble.

A thunderbolt of lightning was heard across the surroundings, and
soon a great golden lightning bolt fell from the heavens.

BOOM!

A small crash echoed across the land as Victor impacted the
ground, but interestingly enough, his immediate surroundings weren't
destroyed as expected, merely leaving the ground with burn marks.

Victor was holding Eleanor like a princess while Eve clung to his
back.

The faces of the two women looked a little sick, but it was pretty
evident that Eleanor had suffered the most.

Her eyes were rolling, her whole face was dark, and it looked like
she was holding back the urge to throw up.

Eve slowly descended from Victor's back and leaned against a
tree nearby. Despite having done it several times, she still wasn't used
to Victor's new mode of transportation. Seeing the world go by so
quickly was a very... sickening feeling.

"Ugh..." Eleanor held her hand over her mouth.

"..." Victor broke out in a cold sweat when he realized the woman
had nearly vomited.

Victor rested Eleanor against a tree on the ground and ordered



Eve:

"When you recover, follow me."

"…Y-Yes, Master." At least she could still answer Victor… barely.

"Umu." Victor nodded in satisfaction, then turned around and
walked towards a giant tree.

Step, Step, Step.

Walking calmly through the forest, he enjoyed the 'climate' of the
place. It was a climate he remembered well.

'This sense of danger'. Victor's smile grew, 'And it looks like the
Big Guy is still alive and well.'

Rumble, Rumble.

The sound of Lightning rumbled once again in the surroundings,
heralding Sasha and Natashia's arrival at Victor's side.

"You two sure took your time."

"It was just a few seconds!" Sasha argued.

Natashia narrowed her eyes, "...Just so you know, that wasn't my
top speed." She felt a little competitive when she saw the small smile
on Victor's face.

"I know... I could clearly see it in that fight." Victor flashed a gentle
little smile.

"..." Natashia's smile grew a little, and she nodded, satisfied, "It's
good you know."

"Next time, I won't lose!" Sasha, like all of Clan Fulger, was quite
competitive when it came to speed. After all, it was their pride.



They were the fastest family there was, and, with the power of
lightning, no one could beat them!

"Ahh, Honey~. For that to happen, you need to train harder."
Victor flashed a big smile that sent a slight chill through Sasha.

"...I-..." She was going to say she refused and that she didn't want
to train with Victor, who was trained by Scathach. He trained like a
maniac, and she preferred to train alone, at her own pace. She felt
that she progressed more with her methods, but Victor said,

"Don't worry, if you train with me, I will reward you."

"...Oh?" Sasha's eyes lit up slightly as she got a little interested...

And she wasn't the only one, Natashia was too.

"What do you mean by reward?"

"Anything."

Gulp, Gulp

Natashia and Sasha swallowed their saliva.

"Anything?" they asked with obvious interest.

"Of course…anything."

Victor's smile grew a little lovingly, "Anything you wish for, I'll give
to you, but... You'll have to train with me to earn your reward."

"..." The two were silent. This was definitely a good proposition.

"Yes, let's go! Let's train!" The first to fall into the trap was
Natashia.

"..." Victor's smile grew a little evil, but it disappeared as quickly
as it came.



Victor was using the same strategy he used with Ruby.

The carrot strategy!

By promising a great reward that was anything the woman
desired, he would make the woman train with him and grow stronger.

He had fun with it whenever he saw the person he was training
getting stronger, while they had fun with it because they'd receive
anything their hearts desired from him. In the end, everyone would
win!

This was the strategy used on Ruby that had proven effective.
The woman couldn't live without training anymore, and he had
effectively managed to find a method to make people who were not
addicted become addicted!

He could already be called a supreme genius strategist! The Big
Brain!

Although... This strategy had a flaw. It only worked on women
who were interested in whatever rewards he could provide...

But it worked with Ruby, which meant it'd prove effective for the
other girls as well!

And everyone would leave feeling satisfied! There was literally no
downside to this!

Of course, the risk of addiction was high. Victor was like a drug
that, after a female vampire had a taste, she wouldn't be able to live
without indulging further. After all, his blood was very delicious, and to
add on to that, the pleasure dual cultivation provided, he literally was a
walking, talking drug.

"Of course, let's train." Victor would never refuse such a request.

"Yes, Yes!" Natashia looked quite happy since she would finally
get what she wanted so much! And all she needed was training! That



was a small price to pay for endless bliss with her 'husband'!

... In the future, she would likely regret this decision... Or maybe
not... Or maybe both at the same time. She would dread it yet feel
satisfied with the outcome at the same time.

Women were complicated...

Gulp.

Sasha didn't say anything, but she was definitely interested.

Seeing Sasha's eyes, Victor exhibited a small smile as he brought
his palm to the top of her head and provided his greatly desired
headpats:

"Take your time. Even though I said that, the training we do is
difficult. You shouldn't go in if you don't have enough motivation." He
laughed a little.

"..." Sasha's eyes glowed a little red, her body trembled as she
felt Victor's caress, and she spoke in a low tone, "I will..."

"Hmm?" Victor didn't seem to have heard what she was saying.

"I will train too!"

"Oh... That's good." His smile grew at the end, "Indeed, this is
definitely good news." His gentle smile morphed into a predatory grin,
like a dragon that had set its sights on a helpless lamb.

Gulp.

Sasha swallowed hard when she felt Victor's gaze pass over
every inch of her body:

"…Uhh, can I change my mind…?"

"Of course not."



"Shit..." Despite having complained, she still had a small smile on
her face.

"Oh, before anything else, explain to me how you transformed
into literal lightning?" Natashia asked Victor with a little curiosity.

"...?" Victor looked confusedly at Natashia.

"What are you talking about?"

"I'm talking about that technique you used when traveling at great
speeds through the clouds. How did you do that?" She specified her
question.

Hearing her mother's question, Sasha looked at Victor curiously,
as she also wanted to know how he did what he did. Considering that
even her mother couldn't come to a conclusion, Victor surely must've
invented something new or had broken the common sense in the
world, like he often did...

"..." Victor touched his chin, he seemed to think a little, and then
he said:

"Oh, are you talking about this?"

Victor's body suddenly began to be covered by lightning, but
unlike before, his skin had turned completely yellow, and he took a
step forward... and disappeared.

Literally, not even a streak of lightning was left.

Soon he appeared again where he was.

"What did you do?" Sasha asked curiously.

"I didn't do much, I just walked up to that tree and back." Victor
pointed to a tree in the distance.

"...I didn't see anything..." Sasha felt awkward since even though



the event happened in front of her, she couldn't see it.

"..." Natashia narrowed her eyes a little since even she almost
couldn't see what he did:

"Yes, that's it. What is that technique?"

"Oh, it's no big deal, it's just a different application of Ruby's
technique." Victor spoke in a simple tone since, in the time he spent
training with Ruby, he had learned several things that the woman
herself had developed in secret.

Like her control of spears and her defensive technique that she'd
honed from her mother.

Ruby was on the learning side too, but she didn't learn as much
because Victor didn't exclusively use the power of ice and water.

But not all was in vain, as Victor himself was a monster of ideas,
discussing and talking with Victor after training and training in bed.

She took several ideas that she could develop, as she learned by
listening to him. After all, he had quite a few exotic ideas...

"...?" Natashia didn't understand Victor's meaning.

"Hmmm..." Sasha seemed to have an idea of what he was talking
about, but at the same time not...

Victor held his hand a little and decided to demonstrate. After all,
it is easier to demonstrate than to explain.

And then a small bubble of water appeared:

"Although I don't use it much, like Ruby, one of my powers is the
water element."

"Ruby used this element to improve Scathach's defense
technique, and, by doing so, she would not take damage when she



used the technique."

"Oh..." Natashia seemed to understand now what was happening.

"All I did was change Ruby's technique a little bit. Instead of
freezing water on a specific part of my body to create armor, I covered
my entire body with water, and used lightning."

"After all, water is a conductor of electricity… at least mine is."
Victor knew that water itself did not conduct electricity. For this to
happen, the water must have minerals or some particles that were
ionized molecules. In this way, electric currents could pass.

This was the knowledge he'd learned in high school, and
everyone who paid attention in class knew it.

But for reasons he couldn't fathom, the water he produced with
his abilities could easily conduct electricity.

'Perhaps because water is my power? And, because of that, I find
it easy to do so?' That was the only thing he could deduce.

"So, what exactly do you do?" Natashia asked.

"I cover my whole body with the power of water, this includes all
my muscles, my heart, bones, etc. And I let the lightning 'pass' through
these places since the water is there to keep me from harm."

"Do you take damage when using lightning?" Natashia asked.

"Yes. Internally, yes. But not externally."

Victor could use the full power of lightning outside of his body
since he'd realized he didn't take any damage from it, but...

When trying to use all his power inside his body, the result was
disastrous. His inner body, despite being tough, was not as tough as
his exterior.



Victor didn't understand why this was so.

Maybe it was a quirk of Sasha's late father? After all, from what
they'd said about him, he had an abnormal exterior endurance, but his
interior defenses were practically paper thin.

A funny thing that he tested was that if he used the power of
blood, any and all lightning damage was nullified inside his body.

He didn't understand how this was possible, but he thought that
because his blood had more 'power', it was possible? Or was it
because of the 'authority' contained within his blood?

He couldn't say, but it was definitely worth studying.

"So this is just a technique that only you can use..." Natashia and
Sasha deduced quickly.

"Yes, and no." Victor spoke.

"I assume you can use this technique if you're in perfect vampire
count form."

"Oh..." Natashia feigned surprise, but she already knew that.

Step, Step!

Quake, Quake!

Footsteps followed by the ground rumbling were heard.

Victor's smile grew:

"He's finally here."

"Who?" Natashia and Sasha asked.

"The Big Guy."



"Big Guy...…?" They didn't understand. However, soon a memory
popped into Sasha's head.

"Oh! Are we in our territory?" Formerly Clan Horseman territory,
and now Fulger territory, Sasha and Natashia were in the forbidden
forest.

"..." Natashia thought about what her daughter said and
understood something.

"Oh, you're in that forest." She stopped focusing all her attention
on every inch of Victor's body and looked around.

Only now did she realize where she was.

Realizing that the moonlight had disappeared, Natashia looked up
and saw a giant gorilla.

ROOOOOOOOOOAR!

The giant gorilla roared at the two women.

Sasha's body shook a little, and her heart started to beat fast, she
quickly wanted to get out of this place.

Natashia narrowed her eyes a little as she stood in front of her
daughter and looked at the gorilla with a hostile gaze.

Victor narrowed his eyes as he disappeared and then appeared in
front of the gorilla's eyes:

"Hey big guy, have you forgotten about me already?"

The giant gorilla's face changed from hostile to neutral as he
seemed to recognize Victor.

"Grrr." He made a strange sound and turned away, seeming to
snort a little.



"Hahahaha~, you're still a shy guy."

The gorilla's eyes lit up a little as he looked at Victor and pointed
at the two women:

"Urru, Urru!"

"I know, I know. They won't get too close, I promise."

"Urru..." The gorilla narrowed his eyes. He definitely didn't trust
Victor's words.

"Hey, what's with that look? I haven't broken any promises before,
have I?"

"..." The gorilla went quiet since, now that he stopped to think, the
man was right.

"Urru!" He pointed at the girls and then at Victor, then he made
some lewd hand gestures that Victor was definitely wondering who he
learned from.

"Yes, how do you know that?" Victor asked with a little surprise.

The gorilla pointed to his nose.

"My scent, huh…"

"....." An awkward silence fell between mother and daughter.
What the fuck were they watching now?

"…Yes, I expected my Darling to do everything but a gorilla
handler? Bruh. Give me a break." Sasha looked a little tired.

"...He's not a gorilla." Natashia said, "He is an extremely
dangerous demon beast."

"... I know." Sasha spoke with a sigh, and then she looked at the
demon beast:



"In the end, he still looks like a gorilla, so he's a big gorilla."

"...." Natashia had no arguments to deny her daughter's words.

The older woman continued to look at Victor with far more interest
than before while she wondered how he could get along with that
creature so easily.

....
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Chapter16 Chapter 256: Gorilla’s surprised.
"Anyway, Buddy. How is the other guy?" Victor changed the

subject and asked about the strange tree.

"Urru!" The gorilla roared angrily.

Victor rolled his eyes when he saw the gestures the gorilla was
making, "Bruh, how the fuck would I know that a tree has a gender?
And yet that gender is feminine? I don't know how to talk to trees.
Even our discussion is being viewed with strange eyes by the girls,
look."

"Uru?" The gorilla looked at Sasha and Natashia, and when it saw
the two women's strange expressions, he looked back at Victor.

"Pfft." He put his hand over his mouth and seemed to laugh at
something.

A vein bulged in Victor's head, his smile distorted a little, "What
are you laughing at, mother fucker?"

"URRU!" The gorilla started to laugh louder and then turned
around with the same smile on his face.

"Tsk." Victor made an annoyed expression, but a small smile was
always pasted on his face. He was a little happy that the Big Guy was
healthy as ever.

Victor descended towards the ground and began walking behind
the gorilla as he followed. But he stopped and looked over his
shoulder at the still seated Eleonor and the pale faced Eve.

"Eve, watch over Eleonor."

"Bu-" Eve tried to protest, wanting to follow her Master wherever



he went, but was interrupted by Victor's commanding voice.

"That's an order."

"...Yes, Master."

"When she's finally capable of moving by herself, follow after me."

"..." Eve looked at Eleonor and bit her tongue in frustration.

Victor then turned around and continued following the Big Guy.

"Vic-." Sasha and Natashia tried to get close to Victor, but the
man turned around and stopped the girls from getting close to him.

"Don't get too close, he's very territorial. He's making a big
exception by letting you in because of me, but don't approach too
carelessly."

Natashia's eyes narrowed a little. This wasn't the attitude of the
Victor she knew, "...Are you scared?"

"…Are you serious?" Victor looked at Natashia with a deadpan
expression.

"..." Natashia was silent and continued watching Victor.

"I'm not scared, I just don't want to clash with a friend of mine,
because if he does something to Sasha, things won't end well." Victor
explained his thoughts.

He knew himself very well, and, no matter who it was, whether it
was a friend or family, if someone hurt someone he deemed
important, he wouldn't hold back, and he would definitely fight that
person, and in that fight, that person would probably die.

And that was something he wanted to avoid with Big Guy, after
all, he was not in the wrong, they were technically invading his
territory.



His territory, his rules.

Of course, if Victor didn't have respect for the demon beast, he
wouldn't care about it, but it was different when he respected
someone.

Natashia opened her eyes a little, and she looked at Victor as if
she understood something, then she said, "...Respect, huh..." She
seemed to understand Victor's thoughts.

She flashed a small smile and thought, 'He's really a lot like
Scathach.' Somehow, this whole encounter was looking like the way
Natashia met Scathach.

Though at the time, she was much more insistent than she was
today.

"Darling, you like this Gorilla a lot, huh?" Sasha asked.

"Hmm, that's not it." Victor spoke, and then he turned and
continued to follow the gorilla.

"...?" Sasha didn't understand, but then, seeing him start to walk,
she started to follow him at a safe distance.

As he walked, Victor said, "I don't like him that much, what I feel is
more like respect. After all, to me, he is a strong friend who can fight
me anytime."

"Yeah, it's a punching bag relationship." Victor found those words
quite appropriate.

"..." A vein seemed to bulge on the gorilla's head.

"Urrrr!" The gorilla suddenly turned around and pointed his middle
finger at Victor

"...HUUH?" Victor's face distorted, and he pointed his middle
finger at him too, "Well fuck you too, buddy!"



"Roaar!" The gorilla seemed to snort and turned away.

"...." The two women were silent as they watched this exchange
between an ape and a human... Wait, a Gorilla and a vampire.

Somehow they felt that something was wrong here... Did he really
not like this Gorilla?

Why was their relationship so good then?

The two had doubts about whether what Victor said was real or
not.

Getting closer to the place, Victor's eyes and his mood started to
become more serious, and when he got close to the giant tree, he
immediately realized that something was wrong.

And it wasn't just him, even Natashia and Sasha felt it.

"Hey, Big Guy. How many people have you killed here?"

Yes, indeed. The smell of blood from this place was much
stronger than before, and he clearly remembered that this place didn't
smell of 'fresh' blood.

The gorilla turned to face Victor and displayed a small predatory
smile, but he didn't answer his question.

However, there was no need. After approaching the tree, Victor
saw a huge pile of bodies.

"…Ugh." Sasha, for a few seconds, felt like throwing up when she
saw several bodies of beings scattered and trampled around.

The place was a mess.

"... Stay here." Victor spoke.

"Yes, we know." The two spoke at the same time.



Victor nodded in satisfaction and walked over to the nearest body.

"Uru, Urru." The gorilla seemed to be talking to the tree, and the
tree's branches were moving as if understanding him.

Victor watched this but didn't say anything, as he just lifted the
body of the nearest corpse and looked at its head.

The head was completely broken, the man's face was practically
unrecognizable, but he could see something.

"Vampire fangs..."

'Vampires were hunting The Big Guy?' Victor tossed the body to
the side as if it were a piece of garbage and touched his chin as if in
thought.

His indifference at the sight of such carnage drew a few admiring
sighs from Sasha.

"Why does he seem so…used to it?"

"My Daughter, it's not the first massacre he's ever seen or
committed, have you forgotten?" Natashia looked at her daughter in
disbelief. Are all blondes really that dumb?

Wait, she was a blonde too... Wasn't she just badmouthing
herself?

"Oh... That's true." Sasha recalled that he'd done this before, back
during the werewolves' incident and around the time the police
attacked Victor.

"Unrecognizable." He muttered as he picked up the next corpse.
He looked around again and saw a head that looked intact, so he
threw the body he had held away and walked over to the head.

Picking up the vampire's head, he saw that it was a Caucasian
male.



"I think you will do."

Suddenly a dark pressure fell all over the place.

"!!!" The gorilla's entire fur stood on end, and he quickly went into
battle mode and looked at Victor.

The gorilla's eyes start to glow blood red, but suddenly he felt a
branch touching his shoulder.

"... Urru?" He looked at the tree.

The Tree seemed to have communicated with the gorilla because
it started to calm down and watched what Victor was going to do:

"Urr..."

Victor's face disappeared and all you could see was a deep
darkness, while the blood red eyes and the sharp teeth on Victor's
visage became the only visible features:

"Tell me your secrets..." His eyes glowed deep blood red, he
opened his mouth a little, and all the blood from the head he'd
grabbed started to flow out and into Victor's mouth.

Soon the vampire's head became as dry as a mummy and...

Fragments of memories began to appear in Victor's head.

...

Victor found himself in a camp in the woods. He looked ahead
and saw a tall man who was wearing flashy armor; he was most likely
the leader.

"By our count's orders, we must eliminate these two beasts! The
count gave the order, we must follow it!"

"WOAAAAAAAH!" Everyone yelled around.



And suddenly...

The world around Victor shattered like pieces of glass.

And he saw himself on the battlefield.

Or, precisely speaking, in the extermination camp?

After all, the sight that Victor was now seeing was pretty
incredible.

All the vampires were being slaughtered by the gorilla in full black
armor.

When the gorilla got close to the vampire that Victor consumed...

...

Victor woke up in reality.

"..." Victor was silent, his face returned to normal, and soon a big
smile appeared on his face:

"Pfft...." He attempted to hold back, but in the end...:

"HAHAHAHAHAHA~!" He laughed a lot, it was as if he had seen
something very funny.

"....?" No one understood Victor's sudden burst of laughter, but
apparently, everyone was used to the man's madness.

The gorilla snorted for a few seconds, then sat down by the tree.

Victor suddenly stopped laughing, and looked at the gorilla, "You
did a great job, Big Guy."

"Uru?" The gorilla had an innocent face, he didn't seem to
understand what Victor was talking about.



"Hahaha~, no need to pretend to be modest, you really are a
good warrior."

"... Urruuuu?" Question marks started to appear over the gorilla
as he wondered what the man was talking about.

"Anyway, let's clean this place up." Victor held up his palm.

His eyes started to glow a little, unlike the magic circles on his
glove that started to glow madly, then...

All the blood in the place began to float and started to be
gathered in one place.

And soon, a large sphere of blood was standing in front of Victor.

"Hmm..." Victor looked at the blood sphere, not knowing what to
do, then he looked at the gorilla who was staring at him with his mouth
open in shock.

He flashed a small smile; it looked like he managed to surprise
the gorilla.

Looking at the giant tree, he noticed small cuts on it.

And since he knew that the tree fed on blood, he decided to do
something.

He made a gesture with his hand, and the entire sphere of blood
flew towards the tree, and he stood in front of it, a curiosity hit Victor,
and he wanted to see how the tree fed and what effect it would have
on it.

"Take it."

For a few seconds, the tree and the gorilla made no move.

But slowly, the branches of the tree began to envelop themselves
around the sphere of blood, and soon it began to absorb all the blood.



.
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Chapter17 Chapter 257: Gorilla meets
Berserker woman.

Everyone watched in silence as the tree began to absorb the
blood that Victor gave.

Slowly, all the blood was sucked into the tree, and immediate
changes began to happen.

Some roots of the tree that were damaged began to be
recovered, and...

Red leaves started to grow, the ancient giant tree that looked
completely dry seemed to recover a little.

"Uru, Urru!" The gorilla looked quite pleased.

Gulp.

Natashia swallowed hard and looked at the tree and the gorilla
with a wary look, as she was feeling a sense of danger emanating
from the two beings…

But wasn't it a danger like Scathach, it was something more like
an instinctual danger? It's the same feeling she got when she met a
hunter, and saw the hunters' weapons.

She focused her gaze on the gorilla; 'It was a small thing, but I felt
his strength increasing a little... Are they connected in some way?'
She deduced that, after all, the moment the tree drank the blood, the
gorilla's strength seemed to increase.

"Hmm." Victor touched his chin and seemed to think deeply, he
felt the same thing as Natashia, and it put a small smile on his face.

"...Darling, do you know what you're doing?" Sasha, who was a



little farther away from Victor, asked.

"Of course..." Victor looked at Sasha and flashed a gentle smile.

"..." Sasha kept looking at Victor; 'As expected, he knows
something, I wonder what he's doing.' she thought.

"I do not know."

"......" Sasha's entire thought process seemed to stop, her brain
short-circuited, and for a moment, she nearly fell to the floor.

"Huuuh?" That was the only reaction she managed to do, "Why
are you giving blood to this Mon... Being, if you don't know what effect
it will have on you?"

Her husband can't be that random, right? He can't be that kind of
being who just does random things expecting random results, right?

He is not an agent of chaos!

"Well, it's interesting, isn't it?" He flashed an innocent smile as if
he were a child doing experiments.

"....." He is! He's completely random!

"Ugh." Sasha put a hand to her head. She seemed to have a
headache, she followed Victor hoping to be alone with him, but she
never imagined she would see this vision.

The sight of a giant gorilla, and a strange tree that has life, she
had heard stories from when Victor first visited this place, but seeing
and hearing is different…

'I wonder what Violet's reaction will be when she sees it. this
place.'

"...!!!?" Sasha's entire body shivered a little when she saw a
branch slowly approaching Victor.



"Darling-...? Huh?" She looked like she would initially warn him of
the danger, but she was surprised when Victor turned and looked at
the branch with curious eyes.

"Why isn't he doing anything?" Sasha asked her doubt out loud
since Victor was just standing there and looking at the branch like he
was waiting for something.

"Hmmm..." Natashia found this situation quite curious, and she
tried to remember the past before she became a countess. Her
mother must have told her about this tree, and she had a feeling that
her mother said something to her, but she doesn't remember. After all,
it happened thousands of years ago.

She didn't care at the time for information about a random tree.

But she had a feeling this tree was important somehow.

'Fuck, I should have listened to what my mother said at the time, I
was too busy envying her big breasts that I completely forgot about it.'

Natashia felt a little bad now since, if only she had listened to her
mother and not focused on useless things like the size of a woman's
breasts or her legs, and wondering if she would ever have the same
body as her mother...

She could help her husband! But no! Her younger self had to
focus on useless things!

"Hmm?" Natashia stops thinking nonsense when she sees a
change in the tree's branches.

Drops of blood began to form on the tip of the tree branch, and at
supernatural speed, a fruit was created.

"... What is it? A fruit?" Sasha spoke up.

"Yes, it looks like an apple..." Natashia continues.



"Ohhh, I missed eating this." Knowing what it was, Victor quickly
grabs the fruit and bites into it.

"He's eating..." The two spoke in disbelief. Didn't his mother teach
him that it's common sense not to eat food from strangers? Especially
from a monster!?

"Delicious~." Victor finished sucking it all out pretty quickly. It
tasted quite different from his wives' blood, it wasn't that 'delicious,' but
it was a different taste, and he liked to eat it.

"Uru, Urru!" Gorilla seemed to clap with satisfaction, and then he
looked up at the tree again.

And saw that the leaves that grew on it began to dry up a little
again.

"Urru..." He looked a little sad about that.

"... Hmm." Victor looked at this phenomenon with interested eyes
and realized that by drinking the fruit from the tree, it had run out of
vitality, so he began to think.

"... I do not like this." Sasha got a bad feeling every time Victor got
like this.

"What?" Natashia asked curiously.

"When Darling gets that face, it means he's going to do something
outrageous again."

"Hey, Big Guy."

"Uru?" The gorilla looked at Victor.

"The tree needs blood, right?"

"Ugh." He nodded in agreement with the man's words.



"What kind of blood?"

"Beast blood? Vampire blood? Werewolf blood? Human blood?"
He named all the types of blood it was possible to obtain in a short
period of time.

Thinking of a possibility, his smile widened a little, and he asked:

"The blood of a god?"

"..." Natashia started to feel the same bad feeling that Sasha was
feeling.

"Seeing the sweat pouring off her mother's face." Sasha flashed a
tired smile,

"Do you understand now?"

"Yes..." Even though she replied like that, she was thinking, 'As
expected of my husband! He's crazy, and I love it! Ahh~. I want to
suck his blood again.'

… Her insides and her outsides were completely different…

"..." The gorilla was silent, he looked at the tree for a few seconds,
as he seemed to communicate with the tree, and then he looked at
Victor.

He made a gesture with his hand that means...

"Everyone, huh?"

Yes, literally everything. She wanted all the blood.

Victor laughed a little and looked at the tree, "She's pretty hungry,
huh?"

'The blood of a god is impossible now, but monsters and
vampires, it's pretty easy.' Victor thought quickly in his head.



"...." The tree branches seemed to shake a little when she heard
what Victor said. Did she seem to feel a little ashamed?

"Very well..." Victor's whole atmosphere changed and became
more serious.

"Take care of the girls for me, Big guy."

"Geh." He made a face that showed he didn't want to.

Victor narrowed his eyes and proposed a deal, "If you do this, I
will collect bananas for you."

"Urru..." The gorilla's eyes gleamed a little.

"..." He nodded in agreement with the deal. All he needed to do
was look at the women, right? It wasn't difficult.

"Good. I will be back soon."

Realizing she was going to be left behind again, Sasha quickly
asked, "W-Wait, Darling. Where are you going? Will you leave us
here?" She didn't want to be alone with that gorilla.

"Well, yes? I Will be back soon, or do you want to help me?"

"What do you want to do?" Natashia asked curiously.

"I will capture beasts around here and criminal vampires. With a
count's authority, I can do that quickly." Victor explained in an easy to
understand and straightforward way.

"...Whoaa..." Sasha was amazed at how easily Victor could break
the rules.

"Is that true..." Leaving aside about kidnapping the vampires,
Natashia asked:

"Why are you going to do this? Are you going to feed that tree?"



She deduced.

"Yes." And he gave a simple, easy-to-understand answer, an
answer that even a monkey could understand.

"Why?" She saw no need for it.

"I mean, why not?" He asked.

Victor didn't have a deep thought when doing this, he just had a
random idea to feed the tree, and he's going to do it.

There is no deep motivation, no grand plan, just Victor doing
whatever he wants, anytime he wants to, and when he wants.

"...." Sasha was silent, she didn't have anything to say about it,
after all, just like Victor, she also did random things sometimes, she
thought it was interesting, and that's why she did it, she didn't have big
goals for it. 

And because of that, she understood a little bit how Victor felt
right now.

"And…? What are you going to do?" Victor asked.

"...." The two women looked at each other for a few seconds and
nodded to each other. Their thoughts are simple, let's help him finish
this random moment so he can be alone with us!

"We will help." The two spoke at the same time.

"Good." Victor's smile grew a little, and he began to order:

"First, we're going to capture Nightingale's prisoners. We will
catch those vampires who committed the most serious crimes."

"…Darling, you know they are strong, right?" Sasha spoke up.

"Most of them are older vampires." And Natashia continued.



"I know, but they will be weak because they haven't fed properly."
Victor had no motivation to fight someone weak, he knew just give
blood to that person, and he will get stronger, but he didn't want to
bother.

His goal is not to fight but to feed the tree.

And he's also 'satisfied', he's in Buddha mode, and he's been
enlightened. After all, he had a good fight with Anderson and had an
'intimate' moment with Violet after a long time.

He is also calmer after drinking Violet and Sasha's blood.

He doesn't want to fight now.

"Natashia and I will capture the criminals, Sasha you will lure the
beasts to this location so the Big Guy can finish them off."

"...Uruh...?" The gorilla pointed at himself while he seemed to
have a face that said, am I?

Victor narrowed his eyes, "You are the guardian, you will help too,
or I will not bring bananas!"

"......." Veins popped in the gorilla's head. Does he think he's
going to be convinced because of some bananas? He wants to be
lazy!

When he was going to protest about this, he felt a branch tapping
his shoulder.

He seemed to communicate with the tree for a few seconds, and
then he made a slightly annoyed expression and sighed:

"Urru..." He was convinced.

"...Pfft... He's commanded around like a bitch... Pfft..." Victor was
trying hard not to laugh.



"Grrrrr..." The Gorilla's eyes narrowed.

Suddenly everyone heard the sounds of footsteps and the voice
of two women:

"Ugh, this Victor is a clueless man. How can he kidnap me to this
end of the world? I'm still a countess, you know?" Eleanor looked quite
irritated.

"...I don't care. Why are you telling me this?" Eve spoke in a
nonchalant tone.

"I just can't stand being silent anymore." She was honest. From
the moment she woke up, Eve just kept looking at her silently, and the
only thing Maid said was,

"Follow me, My Master is waiting ." And soon she started walking
towards somewhere, and Eleanor, who didn't know where she was,
had no choice but to follow Maid.

And the entire time she followed the Maid, the woman remained
silent without saying anything, and she couldn't take it anymore and
started talking to the woman.

"Deal with it." Eve spoke in a cold tone as she turned her face
forward and said:

"... We're here." Her eyes immediately went to Victor.

"... A monster." Instinctively, Eleanor made a gesture to take the
hilt of a Greatsword off her back, but...

The sword that always accompanied her was not there.

"Fuck." She grumbled.

"Grr..." The gorilla creaked a little when he saw the two new
women.



"Tsk." Victor clicked his tongue and looked at the gorilla that was
getting hostile:

"Stop being a precocious boy, they are with me."

"..." The gorilla was speechless when he heard what Victor said.

I'm older than you, did you know? He had that kind of face.

He turned his attention to the girls who had just arrived. He
looked at the girl with long black hair, and she conveyed the same
feeling as Victor. Which means, in the gorilla's view, she's Victor's
daughter or something.

Which wasn't wrong, considering Victor raised Eve.

He looked at the taller, white-haired woman.

The taller woman had nothing... She didn't smell like Victor. On
the contrary, she smelled like blood, beast blood... Wrong, monster
blood.

And instinctively, the Gorilla became more wary of her.

'I think it was not a good idea to bring this woman here.' Natashia
thought when she saw Eleanor's serious state.

"Eleanor, this is the being I wanted you to meet." Victor suddenly
spoke up.

"..." But the woman didn't answer. She didn't seem to have heard,
and the only thing that was going through her head now was.

'Kill, Kill, kill, kill.... I WILL KILL THE MONSTER" A distorted smile
appeared on her face, as she was completely beside herself.

"Oh?" Victor really liked that smile.

Quake, Quake, Quake.



The ground around Eleanor began to shake violently, an
earthquake was coming.

She stomps the ground, and soon an Earth greatsword is created.

She pulls the greatsword off the ground, puts it on her shoulder,
and looks at the gorilla with a gaze glowing blood red.

Slowly, Victor's smile started to grow and get distorted, it seems
he found a similar one; 'No wonder she was trained by Scathach.' He
thought.

"..." Natashia narrowed her eyes when she saw Eleanor's attitude.
If she continues like this, she will provoke a fight.

"Grrr..." Seeing that the woman was more menacing than before,
the gorilla positioned himself opposite her.

Suddenly, everyone heard a noise that left everyone silent.

SLAP!

Before everyone even knew it, Victor appeared in front of her and
slapped her across the face.

"…Eh?" Eleanor opened her eyes wide and touched her face,
which was a little red.

"Calm down." He spoke in a firm voice that allowed no refusal.

.
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